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Abstract 

Cardiac arrhythmias triggered by both reentrant and focal sources are closely 

correlated with regions of tissue characterized by significant structural heterogeneity.  

Experimental and modeling studies of electrical activity in the heart have shown that 

local microscopic heterogeneities which average out at the macroscale in healthy tissue 

play a much more important role in diseased and aging cardiac tissue which have low 

levels of coupling and abnormal or reduced membrane excitability. However, it is still 

largely unknown how various combinations of microheterogeneity in the intracellular 

and interstitial spaces affect wavefront propagation in these critical regimes.  

This thesis uses biophysically realistic 1-D and 2-D computer models to 

investigate how heterogeneity in the interstitial and intracellular spaces influence both 

the initiation of ectopic beats and the escape of multiple ectopic beats from a poorly-

coupled region of tissue into surrounding well-coupled tissue.  An approximate discrete 

monodomain model that incorporates local heterogeneity in both the interstitial and 

intracellular spaces was developed to represent the tissue domain.   

The results showed that increasing the effective interstitial resistivity ( oeff) in 

poorly coupled fibers alters the distribution of electrical load at the microscale and 

causes propagation to become more like that observed in continuous fibers. In poorly 

coupled domains, this nearly continuous state is modulated by cell length and is 

characterized by decreased gap junction delay, sustained conduction velocity, increased 

sodium current, reduced maximum upstroke velocity, and increased safety factor. In 

inhomogeneous fibers with adjacent well-coupled and poorly coupled regions, locally 

increasing oeff in the poorly coupled region reduces the size of the focal source needed 

to generate an ectopic beat, reduces dispersion of repolarization, and delays the onset of 
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conduction block that is caused by source-load mismatch at the boundary between well-

coupled and poorly-coupled regions. In 2-D tissue models, local increases in effective 

interstitial resistivity as well as microstructural variations in cell arrangement at the 

boundary between poorly-coupled and well-coupled regions of tissue modulate the 

distribution of maximum sodium current which facilitates the unidirectional escape of 

focal beats. Variations in the distribution of sodium current as a function of cell length 

and width lead to directional differences in the response to increased effective interstitial 

resistivity.  Propagation in critical regimes such as the ectopic substrate is very sensitive 

to source-load interactions and local increases in maximum sodium current caused by 

microheterogeneity in both intracellular and interstitial structure. 
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1. Introduction and Background 

Over the past thirty years, computer models of cardiac tissue have generated a 

wealth of information about the complexity of interactions between membrane 

properties and structural heterogeneity in the heart.  One of the greatest strengths of 

computer models is that they provide a versatile platform for researchers to help 

interpret experimental data and make new predictions about hypotheses that are not yet 

observable or testable using currently available experimental techniques. This 

cooperative relationship between computer models and experiments has led to a 

number of interesting findings such as the importance of the discontinuous nature of 

propagation in the heart and the prediction of unique reentrant patterns induced by 

extracellular stimulation(70, 102, 105, 123).   

Despite the great strides that have been made in the field of cardiac 

electrophysiology using both computational and experimental models, there still 

remains a great need for the translation of basic research studies into a better 

understanding of the mechanisms underlying cardiac arrhythmias and ultimately into 

therapies for cardiac diseases.  In response to this need, researchers have developed 

computer models of varying complexity that give a more realistic representation of 

cardiac structure. However, computational demands limit the amount of structural 

detail that can be included in large-scale models of cardiac tissue, which raises 

important questions about how much anatomic detail is required to adequately capture 

the behavior of normal and diseased cardiac tissue.  One of the most commonly cited 

unknowns in both modeling and experimental studies is the extent to which 

microheterogeneity influences the nature of cardiac propagation in critical regimes 
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characterized by increased resistance to current flow in both the intracellular and 

interstitial spaces.   

In this dissertation study, we use realistic, multiscale computer models to 

investigate how changes in interstitial properties influence basic conduction properties, 

ectopic activity, and the induction of microreentry in normally coupled and poorly 

coupled cardiac tissue.  In particular, we seek answers to the following questions: 

 

1.  How does heterogeneity in intracellular and interstitial microstructure 

influence propagation in critical regimes characterized by reduced cell-to-cell coupling? 

 

2.  Can the combination of interstitial and intracellular microheterogeneity 

contribute to complex patterns of escape for ectopic beats that originate in a poorly 

coupled region of tissue? 

 

3.  Can continuous domains which average the microheterogeneities in the 

interstitial and intracellular spaces effectively capture the complex behavior observed in 

poorly coupled tissue? 

 

1.1 Excitable Cells and Action Potentials 

Cardiac cells are classified as excitable cells, which have the ability to generate 

and propagate electrical currents by passing ions and molecules through the plasma 

membrane, a semi-permeable lipid bilayer that controls the flow of particles in and out 

of the cell.  In general, charged particles cannot diffuse directly through the cell 

membrane, and the transport of ions through the cell membrane is facilitated by 
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specialized structures called ion channels.  At equilibrium, the separation of charges 

across the membrane establishes an electric field force (Nernst potential) that balances 

the diffusive force across the membrane. Many of the ion channels located within the 

excitable cell membrane are voltage-gated, and, consequently, the permeability of the 

membrane to specific ions can be changed simply by changing the transmembrane 

potential.    

The activation of the cardiac cell using a stimulus current is an “all or nothing” 

phenomenon.  For stimulus currents less than the threshold current, the cell membrane 

response is a passive subthreshold response that can be modeled using a simple RC 

circuit.    Once the membrane voltage moves above threshold, the voltage-gated ion 

channels activate and the movement of the ions across the membrane occurs in a distinct 

order.  This flow of current causes the voltage potential measured across the cardiac cell 

membrane, termed the action potential, to rapidly increase (depolarization phase), 

stabilize (plateau phase), and then rapidly decrease (repolarization phase). During the 

depolarization phase, sodium current is the primary current entering the cell.  Inward 

calcium currents sustain the action potential plateau, and finally potassium ions rush out 

of the cell during repolarization.  

The simplest membrane element can be represented by a “parallel conductance 

model,” where the Nernst potential of each ion is represented by a battery, the 

permeability of each ion channel is represented by a variable conductance (resistance), 

and the membrane capacitance of the lipid bilayer is represented as a capacitor.  In a 

single cell, the governing equation for the membrane voltage is given as follows: 

  

         

dVm

dt
=

Iion
Cm  

 

(1) 
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where Vm is the membrane voltage, Cm is the specific membrane capacitance across the 

lipid bilayer, and Iion is the sum total of the ionic current densities passing through the 

membrane element.  

 

1.2 Sources and Sinks and Impulse Propagation 

In multicellular preparations such as fibers or tissue, one must not only consider 

the flow of currents across the membrane but also the current flow between 

interconnected cells. If each point in the domain is set to the same voltage, i.e. space-

clamped conditions, Eq. 1 can be used to describe the membrane voltage at each point in 

space.  Otherwise, the source-sink interactions between neighboring cells enable an 

action potential that is induced by a stimulus at one end of the domain to propagate 

from the stimulated end of the domain to the inactivated regions of the domain.  

Impulse propagation in a thin, cylindrical fiber is modeled using the linear core 

conductor model.  The generalized cable equation that characterizes the core-conductor 

model for a cardiac fiber immersed in a large bath is as follows:  

 

 

D
2Vm

x 2
= Cm

Vm

t
+ Iion

 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 
(2) 

 

 

where Vm is the membrane voltage, Iion is the sum of all ionic current densities, D is the 

tissue conductivity , Cm is the specific membrane capacitance, and  is the surface-to-

volume ratio. 
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1.3 Myocardial Architecture 

Myocardial architecture influences the flow of the electrical current through the 

heart at all levels of scaling.  At the macroscale, the heart is divided into four separate 

chambers:  the left and right atria in the upper half of the heart and the left and right 

ventricle in the lower half of the heart.  Electrical signals in the heart originate at the 

sinoatrial (SA) node in the right atrium and propagate rapidly through the atria to the 

atrioventricular (AV) node.   After reaching the AV node, the current enters the bundle 

of His, passes rapidly through the branching Purkinje fiber network, and then activates 

the ventricular region almost instantaneously from the apex (bottom) to the base (top) of 

the ventricles(97). At the mesoscale, cardiac fibers in the ventricle are organized into 

interconnected sheets of tissue that branch and rotate by up to 180° through the 

endocardial, myocardial, and epicardial regions of the ventricular wall (85).  Differences 

in cellular connections in adjacent muscle layers may enhance electrophysiological 

heterogeneity in the heart and contribute to wavefront reentry (81, 82).  The heart 

contains large numbers of fibroblast cells that are responsible for depositing and 

maintaining the interstitial collagen network that intertwines through the sheets of 

cardiac tissue and provides structural support for the heart (15).  In normal cardiac 

tissue, the cardiac fibers are still able to interconnect at discrete points.  As the amount of 

collagen between the layers of tissue increases in response to aging or disease, the side-

to-side connections between fibers become disrupted, resulting in slow, abnormal 

propagation (103). 

While the larger structural components in the heart are the most visible sources 

of heterogeneity, experimental evidence suggests that components of cardiac 

microstructure including cell size and shape, gap junction distribution and expression, 
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and the amount and distribution of membrane and extracellular matrix proteins can 

have a significant impact on cardiac propagation, particularly in diseased tissue(58, 59).   

Accordingly, the impact of these microstructural features on wavefront propagation is 

the focus of this dissertation study.  In most cases, these architectural changes can be 

subdivided into two major categories:  changes that occur in the intracellular space of 

the heart and changes that occur in the interstitial (extracellular) space.  Throughout this 

thesis, the intracellular space will refer to the interconnected myocytes, including both 

the region inside the cell and the gap junction coupling between cells, while the 

interstitial space will refer to the region surrounding the myocytes. 

1.3.1 Intracellular Space 

At the most basic level cardiac muscle is composed of individual myocytes that 

interconnect by way of gap junction proteins, enabling electrical waves to propagate 

throughout the heart. Although wavefront propagation appears to be continuous and 

coordinated at the macroscale, a number of fundamental studies regarding electrical 

current flow at the microscale have allowed researchers to develop a more complete 

picture of how structural discontinuities at all levels of scaling affect electrical 

propagation in both healthy and diseased cardiac tissue. In 1981, Spach et al. published 

the results of several experiments that investigated how electrical properties at a single 

measurement site changed with respect to the direction of the propagating 

wavefront(109). Contrary to continuous media theory, experimental measurements in 

canine atrial and ventricular muscle showed that increases in conduction velocity were 

associated with decreased maximum rate of rise of the action potential upstroke and 

increased time constant of the action potential foot and that conduction failure was more 

likely in the direction of highest velocity. These milestone studies suggested for the first 
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time that the discrete junctional connections between cells cause variations in cellular 

loading at the microscale that can provide directional differences in the safety of 

conduction, even when membrane properties are uniform.  

Modeling studies of the discontinuous 1-D fiber have found that the junctional 

conduction delay may account for as much as 50% of the overall conduction time, a 

finding that has also been observed in 1-D strands of cultured neonatal rat cells(25). 

More detailed comparisons of one-dimensional (1-D) models of continuous and 

discontinuous fibers have also shown that conduction velocity in the discontinuous fiber 

is not inversely proportional to the square of axial resistivity and the maximum rate of 

rise of the action potential increases as gap junction resistance increases. A well-known 

study by Shaw and Rudy comparing the effects of reduced membrane excitability and 

reduced intercellular coupling in a discrete 1-D fiber with LRd membrane dynamics 

found that although conduction velocity decreases steadily in both cases, maximum 

upstroke velocity and safety factor have a biphasic response to reduced intracellular 

coupling(98).  Conduction velocities as slow as 0.26 cm/s were possible in the case of 

reduced coupling compared to 17 cm/s in the case of reduced excitability. Shaw and 

Rudy also found that the L-type calcium current plays a much larger role in sustaining 

action potential propagation in poorly coupled fibers which have long conduction 

delays between cells.  

Early studies by Fast and Kleber using 1-D and 2-D strands of neonatal rat 

myocytes showed that lateral coupling between cardiac fibers in the 2-D strands 

decreased the junctional conduction delay, thus making electrical propagation more 

homogeneous at the microscale; however, in contrast to the results obtained by Spach et 

al. in in vitro slices of canine myocardium, they found no directional differences in 
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maximum upstroke velocity and no difference in overall longitudinal conduction 

velocity between 1-D strands and 2-D strands of neonatal rat myocytes (24, 25). A key 

difference between the monolayers and the canine myocardium was the shape of the 

cells and the distribution of gap junctions: neonatal cells have a more spindle-like 

geometry, with gap junctions distributed uniformly around the periphery, while adult 

cells are more stair step and have a greater distribution of gap junctions at the ends of 

cells. A more detailed study of electrical propagation in 2-D cultured monolayers of 

neonatal rat myocytes by Fast et al. found that structural inhomogeneities such as non-

uniform gap junction expression, non-myocyte cells, and long collagenous septa (greater 

than the length of a cell) were associated with variations in maximum upstroke velocity, 

slowed conduction velocity, and conduction block; however, subcellular 

inhomogeneities did not significantly affect wavefront propagation or create directional 

differences in the maximum upstroke velocity(24).  In a subsequent experimental study 

in cultured strands of neonatal rat ventricular myocytes, Rohr, Kucera, and Kleber 

compared the effects of reduced membrane excitability and reduced gap junction 

coupling on microconduction.  Similarly to Shaw and Rudy(98), they found that 

preparations with reduced coupling could support much lower conduction velocities 

(0.25 cm/s over 1mm) than preparations with reduced excitability, which suggests that 

regions of tissue with low levels of coupling may be able to facilitate microreentry(91). 

In recent years, Spach et al. have constructed a detailed two-dimensional model 

(2-D) of cardiac tissue which incorporates features of myocardial architecture such as 

gap junction distribution, overlap between cells, and jutting at cell borders(105). Using 

neonatal and adult models of cardiac tissue, they have been able to reproduce 

conduction velocities and maximum rate-of-rise values that are very similar to those that 
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have been observed experimentally. Although both the adult and neonatal models had 

similar conduction velocity ratios, directional differences in the action potential upstroke 

were only observed in the adult model of cardiac tissue. One of their most interesting 

findings from this model is that propagation speed and action potential waveshape in 

the transverse direction are significantly affected not only by gap junction distribution 

but also by cell size(105).    

Recent advancements in tissue engineering and high-resolution optical mapping 

techniques have provided additional insight into how structural features such as cell 

alignment, fiber orientation, and gaps between rows of cells affect propagation. By using 

microabrasion and micropatterning methods, Bursac et al. created cardiac monolayers of 

neonatal rat cells with controlled degrees of anisotropy and fiber direction(10). Studies 

in these monolayers have shown that greater coalignment of cardiac cells increases the 

anisotropy ratio (AR) due to increased longitudinal and decreased transverse 

conduction velocities. In addition, selectively engineering gaps between cardiac fibers 

decreases transverse conduction velocity (increases AR) and also reduces longitudinal 

conduction velocity when the conduction velocity ratio is greater than 3.5. The decreases 

in longitudinal conduction velocity were attributed to an increase in the number of 

branch points in the micropatterned monolayers compared to confluent monolayers 

which had no gaps between rows of cells.  

A more recent in vivo study which used genetically modified mice 

(Cx43/Scn5a1798insD/+) to look at the combined effect of reduced gap junction coupling 

and reduced membrane excitability found that in the right ventricle, conduction velocity 

in the transverse direction (CVT) but not the longitudinal direction (CVL) experienced 

pronounced slowing compared to wildtype mice(110).  The authors propose that the 
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lateral uncoupling may moderate changes in longitudinal propagation, and that the 

lower levels of coupling in the transverse direction of adult tissues may magnify the 

effect of reduced coupling on CVT. 

1.3.2 Interstitial Space 

Cardiac myocytes are surrounded by a heterogeneous interstitial space that 

contains a wide variety of components including ground substance, blood vessels, 

connective tissue, and collagen.  In a detailed study of the interstitial space, Frank and 

Langer quantified the content of the interstitium as 59% blood vessels, 23% ground 

substance distributed evenly throughout the space in the T-tubules, 6% empty space, 4% 

collagen, and 7% connective tissue cells(30).  The ground substance, which takes up 58% 

of the interstitial space if the blood vessels are not considered, is primarily composed of 

negatively charged protein polysaccharides that are fixed in location.  Ground substance 

is particularly prominent in the narrow space between myocyte membranes and 

capillary walls:  the spacing is less than 200 nm for 36% of myocyte membranes(30).  

Taken as a whole, the extracellular space occupies approximately 27% of the total tissue; 

however, the intravascular compartment is thought to be electrically insulated from the 

interstitial space, leaving approximately 5-10% of the total space permeable to 

extracellular current flow(28). 

One study by Levick suggests that even in healthy tissue the resistivity of the 

interstitial space varies non-linearly depending on both the narrowness of the space and 

the interaction of different fibrous components including collagen, glycosaminoglycans 

(GAGs) and proteoglycan core protein(69).  In another study of the effect of FGF-2 

(fibroblast growth factor) on angiogenesis, Filion et al. measured the rate of diffusion of 

the small, globular protein through the capillary and myocyte basement membranes, 
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which are composed of a thin but dense layer of proteoglycans, and the extracellular 

matrix, which is composed of a thicker but less dense collection of collagen, GAGs, and 

proteoglycans.  Using models of binding kinetics and estimates for the different 

compositions of the membranes, they calculated that the diffusivity of FGF-2 through 

the extracellular matrix may be 35 times faster than the diffusivity through the basement 

membranes(27).  This analysis of diffusion through different areas of the interstitial 

space is likely applicable for a wide range of small molecules. 

Both experimental and modeling studies have shown that, similar to the 

intracellular space, changes in interstitial properties can also influence conduction 

velocity, action potential waveshape, and the dynamics of ionic currents(28, 38, 41). 

Fleischhauer et al. conducted experimental studies in rabbit papillary muscles to 

investigate the correlations between the electrical resistances of the different 

compartments of the extracellular space(28). In one part of the experiment, varying 

amounts of dextran were added to the perfusate to modulate the colloid osmotic 

pressure, which subsequently altered the volume (resistivity) of the interstitial space. In 

a separate part of the experiment, varying amounts of hematocrit (packed red blood 

cells) were added to the blood perfusate in the artery to vary the resistivity of the 

vascular space.  Decreasing the colloid osmotic pressure from 36 mm Hg to 9 mm Hg 

decreased the extracellular electrical resistance by 56% and increased conduction 

velocity by 41%.  Interestingly, when the colloid osmotic pressure was increased from 36 

mm Hg to 9 mm Hg, the extracellular electrical resistance increased by 35% but the 

conduction velocity did not change.  Increasing the intravascular resistivity by 3-fold 

had no effect on extracellular electrical resistance or on conduction velocity.  Based on 

these findings, the researchers concluded that the current flow in the extracellular space 
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is primarily through the interstitial region rather than through the electrically insulated 

intravascular region.   In addition, the researchers proposed that the insignificant change 

in conduction velocity as the extracellular electrical resistance increased could be due to 

low participation of regions with extremely high cleft resistance in propagation. 

Using 3-D bidomain models of thin and thick slabs of tissue which included 

structural features such as anisotropy and fiber orientation, Henriquez et al. found that 

directional changes in the maximum upstroke velocity and the action potential foot 

could also be observed in tissue preparations that were connected to an adjacent bath 

and had unequal anisotropy in the interstitial and intracellular spaces.  A related study 

by Roth on propagation in a 3-D bidomain also showed that action potential waveshape 

varies based on the location of measurement within a thick strand and that propagation 

proceeds much faster along the surface of a thick strand than along the core(92). 

Experimental studies by Spach et al. suggest that the presence of capillaries in 

newborn ventricular muscles can modulate the linear phase-plane trajectory of the 

action potential foot in a directional manner that is not observed in in vitro models of 

cardiac monolayers.   A corresponding “2-domain model” with either a discrete or 

continuous intracellular space coupled to a separate interstitial and intravascular space 

further showed that directional differences in the action potential foot could be linked to 

feedback from spatial variations in the interstitial electric field and the related spatial 

variations in the capacitive current flowing through the capillary wall(107).  This model 

did not include the effects of the perfusing bath, which was shown by Roth to have a 

significant influence on the action potential foot even when measurements are taken 

relatively deep (150 μm) inside the tissue(93). 
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Using a slightly different two-domain microstructural model which included a 

discrete intracellular space and a separate but coupled resistive interstitial space, a 

recent study by Cabo and Boyden has shown that restricting the size of the extracellular 

space flattens the relationship between conduction velocity and gap junction 

conductance which reduces the sensitivity of the epicardial border cells to gap junction 

remodeling(12).  The 2-D microstructural models used in this study included minimal 

overlap and jutting between cells and did not include heterogeneity in cell size or shape. 

In a more complex manner, Roberts, Stinstra and Henriquez have developed a 

detailed 3-D geometric model of myocytes immersed in an extracellular space that 

contains both interstitial space and capillaries(89). Using this model, Roberts et al. were 

able to study the effect of non-uniform distributions of interstitial space around the 

cross-section of a cardiac fiber and demonstrate that extremely confined regions of the 

membrane can be excluded from propagation along a fiber, resulting in an increase in 

longitudinal conduction velocity(89).  This model may be particularly useful for 

studying propagation in the case of bundles of tightly packed Purkinje fibers.  Another 

study by Stinstra et al., which used the multidomain geometric model to study ischemic 

conditions in a cardiac fiber, verified that 1) capillary swelling after loss of hydrostatic 

pressure during ischemia increases the longitudinal extracellular resistivity, but not the 

transverse resistivity 2) cell swelling also increases extracellular longitudinal resistivity, 

and 3) gap junction closure has a disproportionate influence on transverse propagation 

resulting in very large longitudinal to transverse anisotropy ratio(115). 

The consistent underlying theme across all of these studies of the interstitial 

space is that the spatial variation in the interstitial microstructure may also lead to 

unexpected changes in conduction properties in cardiac tissue.   
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1.4 Source-Sink Mismatch 

Pathological changes in microstructure such as alterations in gap junction 

expression and distribution, changes in cell size, increases in interstitial fibrosis, lateral 

decoupling, and the appearance of patches of diseased tissue with altered membrane 

properties may create regions of greater source-load mismatch than is commonly 

observed in healthy tissue.  In one of earliest modeling studies of the effect of discrete 

gap junctions on propagation in cardiac tissue, Joyner investigated the effect of cell 

length, periodic spatial variations in axial resistivity, and regions of adjacent well-

coupled and poorly coupled cells using the Beeler-Reuter membrane model and a classic 

monodomain structural model(53).  The cells were assumed to be isopotential, thus 

enabling the intracellular resistivity and the gap junction resistivity to be lumped into a 

single resistor. This study showed that the effects of cell length on action potential 

waveshape and conduction velocity become much more apparent as the space constant 

of the fiber approaches the length of the cell (as in the case of increased axial resistivity), 

and that the rising phase of the action potential is very sensitive to loading variations 

created by the distribution of axial resistance along the fiber.  Joyner also noted that the 

effects of structure are dependent on the membrane model used in the study. 

In another modeling study by Cabo et al., the propagation of a planar wavefront 

through a narrow isthmus was used to investigate the effect of wavefront curvature on 

slow conduction and conduction block(13).   At the site of the escape from the isthmus, 

the wavefront showed pronounced curvature and reduced conduction velocity due to 

source-load mismatch between the small source current at the isthmus and the large 

area of unexcited tissue located on the other side of the isthmus.  As the wavefront 

propagated away from the isthmus, the curvature of the wavefront decreased while the 
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conduction velocity increased.  The critical isthmus width that resulted in conduction 

block was both rate-dependent and directionally dependent with isthmuses smaller than 

200 μm resulting in conduction block in the longitudinal direction and isthmuses smaller 

than 600 μm resulting in conduction block in the transverse direction. 

In a review of wavefront curvature, Fast and Kleber estimate the critical radius 

for which wavefront curvature affects conduction in well-coupled cardiac tissue to be 

approximately 150-300 μm, which would make conduction abnormalities caused by 

curvature difficult to detect using current experimental techniques.  Small, curved 

wavefronts may be caused by a number of sources including escape from a narrow 

isthmus as shown in the study by Cabo et al. or propagation from a ectopic or 

pacemaker source(26). 

A subsequent experimental study by Rohr, Kucera, Fast and Kleber, examined 

the onset of conduction block caused by source-sink mismatch at a tissue expansion 

from a single 1-D strand to rectangular monolayer of cells.  They found that partial 

uncoupling of the current load using palmitoleic acid reduced source-sink mismatch and 

delayed the onset of conduction block at the tissue expansion.  Conduction block 

persisted when the source was partial uncoupled; however, partial uncoupling of both 

the current source and current load improved conduction because of local differences in 

the geometry of the wavefront in the strand compared to the larger monolayer(90). 

   A related modeling study by Wang and Rudy used 1-D inhomogeneous fibers 

( x=100 μm) to investigate the effect of source-sink mismatches caused by structural 

discontinuities that increase tissue load (increased gap junction coupling, tissue 

expansion, reduced excitability)(118).   In the case of increased coupling, a poorly 

coupled region (gj=0.08 μS) of the fiber was connected to a well-coupled region (gj=2.5 
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μS) that was 30 times as conductive.  They found that the cells located right before the 

transition zone (the Achilles’ heel) experienced a sharp decrease in both safety factor and 

the maximum sodium current and showed much longer conduction delays than were 

observed in the poorly coupled region of the fiber.  Conduction block eventually 

occurred in the fiber when gj of the poorly coupled regions was set to 0.08 μS. Because of 

the large conduction delay during the plateau phase of the action potential at the 

transition site, the L-type calcium current played a much larger role in sustaining 

propagation along the fiber at the transition zone between the two regions.  

Source-mismatch also influences action potential duration and dispersion of 

repolarization in cardiac tissue.  Steinhaus et al. as well as Christini et al., have shown 

when an action potential propagates from poorly coupled to well-coupled region, the 

site of transition experiences an increase in action potential duration, similar to that 

observed during stimulation(100, 113).  This increase occurs because the poorly coupled 

cells at the transition are more strongly connected to cells that are at an early stage of 

repolarization, resulting in a decrease in the loading membrane current flowing during 

repolarization.  During propagation from a well-coupled to a poorly coupled region, the 

transition site experiences a decrease in action potential duration, similar to that 

observed during a collision.   This decrease occurs because the well-coupled cells at the 

transition are more strongly connected to cells that have already repolarized resulting in 

an increase in the loading membrane current flowing during repolarization. 

Several studies by Laurita and Rosenbaum have demonstrated the concept of 

modulated dispersion in which premature stimuli can dynamically alter inherent 

gradients of repolarization that exist cardiac tissue.  In one such study in Langendorff-

perfused guinea pig hearts, they show that in tissue with dispersion of restitution 
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kinetics and dispersion of diastolic intervals between cells, premature stimuli (S2) given 

at very long and short coupling intervals increase gradients of repolarization while 

premature stimuli given at intermediate coupling intervals decrease gradients of 

repolarization (64). In a second related study, they investigated the effect of modulated 

dispersion on the propagation of a second premature stimuli (S3) that was given in the 

center of a site of source-load mismatch that was created by adding narrow isthmus to 

the experimental preparation (65).   They found that when the S3 beat was given after 

S1-S2 beats with very long and very short coupling intervals (large repolarization 

gradients), unidirectional conduction block occurred.  When the S3 beat, was given after 

S1-S2 beats with intermediate coupling intervals (lower repolarization gradients), 

unidirectional conduction block did not occur.  In summary, these studies suggest that 

sites of source-load mismatch are also sensitive to local current gradients during 

repolarization and may contribute to the formation of arrhythmogenic substrates. 

 

1.5 Arrhythmias in the Heart 

1.5.1 Mechanisms Underlying Cardiac Arrhythmias 

Reentry and focal activity are the two main mechanisms underlying arrhythmias 

in the heart(77).  Reentry occurs in the heart when a region of tissue recovers quickly 

enough to be re-excited by a neighboring region of excitable tissue.   Reentrant circuits in 

the heart can be created by a single circulating source (observed clinically as 

tachycardia), multiple wavelets, or a completely disorganized pattern of wavefront 

propagation (observed clinically as fibrillation)(2, 78).  The concept of reentry was first 

described by George Mines in a ring of cardiac tissue 1913 and has been studied 

extensively ever since(76).  The two basic requirements for reentry are slow conduction 
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and uni-directional conduction block, both of which enable portions of recovered and 

excited tissue to exist simultaneously the same region of tissue(1, 88).   

Focal (Ectopic) activity occurs when a region of cells in the heart, aside from 

pacemaker cells in the sinoatrial node, fires rapidly and electrically activates the cardiac 

muscle. Focal activity occurs in response to triggers such as delayed afterdepolarizations 

and early afterdepolarizations or due to enhanced automaticity caused by funny 

currents or other hyperpolarization-activated currents in cardiac cells(17).  When 

combined with a heterogeneous substrate, rapidly firing focal sources can also be an 

initiating source of reentry in the heart. 

1.5.2 Fibrillation in the Heart 

Ventricular fibrillation (VF) is one of the most widely studied cardiac 

arrhythmias because it often occurs without warning and patients who are not treated 

rapidly after the onset of fibrillation quickly die from lack of blood flow to the rest of the 

body.  Ventricular fibrillation is a major cause of sudden cardiac death and is thought be 

responsible for 19% of deaths in the United States alone.  Reentry is one of the major 

drivers for ventricular arrhythmias(77); however, ectopic sources have also been linked 

to the occurrence of arrhythmias during ischemia (low blood flow to a region of the 

heart) and reperfusion (restoration of blood flow)(17).   

Atrial fibrillation (AF) is the most commonly diagnosed abnormality in heart 

rhythm affecting almost 10% of patients over 8o years old.   Although atrial fibrillation is 

not lethal, it significantly increases the risk of stroke and heart failure(32, 66).  The exact 

mechanisms underlying atrial fibrillation are not completely understood; however, a 

number of research studies suggest that rapidly firing ectopic foci and/or reentrant 

waves in the atrial sleeves of the pulmonary veins (PV) and upper left atria may be a 
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primary driver of atrial fibrillation (AF) in patients both with and without structural 

heart disease (3, 4).   The atrial sleeves extend from an opening in the left atrium as far as 

25 mm into in the pulmonary vein. Both spirally oriented and longitudinally oriented 

myocyte cell arrangements have been observed in the PV, and fibrotic tissue is found 

interspersed with myocytes throughout the entire length(43).   In the narrow peripheral 

end of the pulmonary vein, the myocytes are surrounded by a high density of blood 

vessel branches and a scalloped elastic laminae(94).  

1.5.3 The Arrhythmogenic Substrate 

The early stages of ischemia in the ventricles of the heart are characterized by a 

number of pathological changes including an increase in the extracellular resistance due 

to a decrease in perfusion pressure and intravascular volume followed by an increase 

the intracellular resistance due to gap junction uncoupling(57).   During reperfusion, the 

ectopic activity generated in the ischemic region escapes to the surrounding tissue 

leading to widespread arrhythmias as the conditions return to normal.  Untreated 

ischemia results in cell death and myocardial infarction, and the necrotic tissue is 

replaced with unexcitable scar tissue that facilitates slow, tortuous conduction(19, 80).  

The infarcted region also undergoes structural remodeling such as a reduction in 

connexin levels and lateralization (redistribution of Cx43 from the cell ends to the lateral 

edges)(14, 73).  The heterogeneity in the border zone between the infarcted tissue and 

the healthy tissue may enable relatively benign ectopic beats to develop into more 

widespread reentrant cardiac arrhythmias(4, 83). 

The myocardial sleeves near the pulmonary vein are a primary site of origination 

for focal triggers in atrial fibrillation(52).  Histology studies have revealed a 

heterogeneous substrate characterized by a decrease in gap junction coupling, increased 
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collagen fibrosis, and non-uniform cell and fiber arrangement, particularly farther inside 

the PV where ectopic foci are thought to originate(3, 44, 95).  In older patients, patients 

with structural heart disease and in patients with persistent AF both the pulmonary 

veins as well the surrounding atrial myocardium show a large decrease in gap junction 

coupling (both Cx40 and Cx43) and a large increase in the amount of fibrotic tissue 

which may help to sustain both ectopic activity as well as microreentry(58, 72). Because 

AF leads to both electrical and structural changes that further increase the likelihood of 

AF (“AF begets AF”), an alternative approach to AF therapy is targeting the adverse 

structural remodeling (cellular uncoupling, fibrosis) that occurs in the intercellular space 

of atrial tissue(121).  In-vivo studies seem to indicate that increasing gap junction 

coupling using novel pharmacological therapies such as rotigaptide decreases the 

number of arrhythmias due to reentry, but has no effect on the incidence of arrhythmias 

caused by focal activity, thus raising additional questions about how pathological 

changes such as increased fibrosis or tight spaces in the interstitial space of diseased 

atria affect ectopic behavior. The importance of understanding how combined changes 

in both the interstitial and intercellular spaces influence AF is further underscored by 

the anti-arrhythmic benefit of newer drug therapies such as ACE inhibitors which have 

been shown to decrease the amount of interstitial fibrosis(7). 

1.5.4 The Effect of Tissue Heterogeneity on Reentry 

A number of researchers have used in vitro experimental studies and simulation 

studies with varying levels of structural discontinuity to investigate the effect of three 

major classes of microheterogeneites on reentrant activity: cellular uncoupling, small, 

randomly distributed obstacles and sinks (0.040 mm2 – 1 mm2), and long, thin obstacles.  
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Cellular Uncoupling  

In one study of the effect of cellular uncoupling on spiral wave dynamics, Bub et. 

al. found that application of heptanol (a gap junction uncoupler) to heterogeneous 

cultures of embryonic chick myocytes created regions of conduction block that triggered 

the formation of multiple rotating waves instead of the double-armed spiral observed in 

control cultures(9). In order to gain further insight into the effect of heterogeneity and 

cell-to-cell coupling on wavebreak, they also ran computer simulations using cellular 

automaton models with heterogeneities, discrete cellular automaton models without 

heterogeneities, and continuous models with randomly distributed heterogeneities. 

Based on these simulations, they conclude that small-scale heterogeneities significantly 

influence wave break-up, particularly when conduction velocity is reduced.  

Qu used a finely discretized anisotropic continuous model to investigate how 

reductions in coupling strength and random uncoupling of cells affect spiral wave cycle 

length(87). He found that moderate reductions in coupling strength did not significantly 

impact cycle length, but randomly uncoupling cells increased the cycle length of the 

spiral wave and, consequently, stabilized spiral wavebreak in tissue with a steep 

restitution curve. In this type of model, it is not easy to relate the random properties to 

the underlying tissue structure and the approach cannot account for the complex 

patterns of cell coupling such as that seen in adult cells or the effect of reducing cell 

coupling in the presence of other structural inhomogeneities.  

 

Small, Randomly Distributed Obstacles  

A study by Steinberg et al. introduced heterogeneities into cultured monolayers 

of embryonic chick cells by pre-plating the culture cover slips with varying levels of 
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collagen(111). As the background collagen concentration decreased, the monolayers 

showed variations both in cell density and connectivity throughout the substrate as well 

as an increase in reentrant and fragmented wavefronts. In order to test the hypothesis 

that variations in cell density and reduced intercellular coupling were responsible for 

the increase in abnormal propagation, the authors created several continuous models 

with different densities of randomly distributed current sinks (each sink ~ 0.040 mm2). 

Fitz-Hugh-Nagumo membrane models were used to model the ionic currents. They 

found that increasing the density of current sinks caused a linear decrease in conduction 

velocity followed by “an abrupt transition to conduction block.” The point of transition 

to conduction block correlated well with the appearance of fragmented and reentrant 

waves; wavebreak and reentry could only be initiated by interaction of the wave with 

clusters of current sinks as opposed to a single sink.  This study once again suggests the 

existence of a critical regime that significantly increases vulnerability to conduction 

abnormalities. 

Steinburg et al. also found that uniform decreases in the diffusion coefficient 

(coupling) led to increased stability of waves at higher sink densities. This discrepancy 

was explained by creating a dimensionless scaling factor that accounted for differences 

in transit time between multiple heterogeneities at different conduction velocities; 

however, the authors note that the results from the model are in contrast to other 

experimental findings such as the one by Bub et al. which showed decreased wave 

stability when coupling was reduced. The authors further suggest that discrete models 

may be needed to accurately simulate propagation in the presence of significant 

heterogeneity and low levels of coupling. Additional studies using microstructural 
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computer models that are more directly correlated with in vitro monolayers would be 

useful for validating this hypothesis.  

In an in vitro optical mapping study using isotropic monolayers, Bian and Tung 

investigated the mechanism by which a central region with a zig-zag pattern of 

discontinuities similar to that observed in infarcted ventricular tissue facilitates reentry 

during rapid pacing(5). They found that the effect of asymmetries in the transverse 

connections within the center region was especially pronounced when the overall 

number of transverse connections was low and the rate of pacing was high and that 

reentry was more easily induced in cultures with spatial asymmetry due to differences 

in conduction velocity restitution and conduction block.  The paced beats in this study 

were given outside of the central region, whereas ectopic beats would more likely 

originate inside of the poorly coupled region. 

The macroscopic effects of long, thin obstacles on conduction in 2-D monolayers 

correspond well with results from experimental studies in larger tissue preparations. 

Several studies by Spach et. al., have shown that substrates with large anisotropy (crista 

terminalis (atria), fibrotic tissue, etc.) have directional differences in maximum upstroke 

velocity that can increase the likelihood of uni-directional conduction block and 

wavefront re-entry. Similarly, observations of electrical propagation in infarcted 

ventricular tissue have also shown that regions of dense, elongated fibrotic tissue 

decrease transverse intercellular coupling and create slow, tortuous conduction 

pathways that favor the formation of reentrant circuits.  

The majority of computer modeling studies described above have investigated 

the effect of tissue heterogeneities on reentry using coarsely discretized tissue models. A 

more recent microstructural model, which models fibrosis by placing long, thin barriers 
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between rows of cells, was created by Spach et. al. to explain variable responses to same 

site S1-S2 stimulation in aging human atrial bundles. They found that conduction 

abnormalities (wavefront shifts, microreentry) observed in both experimental and 

simulated extracellular waveforms were caused in large part by directional differences 

in incremental and decremental propagation.  This study also provides evidence that 

structural inhomogeneities may create local differences in wavefront propagation that 

increase tissue sensitivity to premature stimuli and the magnitude of the sodium 

current.  

Researchers have been able gain more insight into the effects of 

microheterogeneity in vivo by experimenting with genetically engineered mice with 

varying levels of Cx43 (also termed CKO mice). Studies of propagation in strands of 

myocytes from germline Cx43 -/- cells showed that in the absence of Cx43, cell-to-cell 

conduction delays significantly increased and conduction velocity decreased to 4% of 

the value observed in wildtype Cx43 (+/+) mice 35. Studies of propagation in Cx43 +/- 

heterozygous mice with ~50% of wildtype Cx43 levels showed essentially no change in 

conduction velocity and no increased risk of arrhythmias except in the presence of other 

triggers such as ischemia. Similarly, a study of O-CKO mice with a progressive loss of 

Cx43 also showed that moderate reductions in Cx43 levels did not significantly impact 

CV; however, continued reduction of Cx43 levels to less than 50% of levels observed in 

control mice reduced conduction velocity by as much as 50%, prolonged QRS duration, 

reduced QRS amplitude, and greatly increased the risk of sudden cardiac death 

presumably due to cardiac arrhythmia.  
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1.5.5 The Effect of Tissue Heterogeneity on Ectopic Activity 

Several simulation studies of ectopic activity in the atria and ventricles suggest 

that coupling-induced changes in electrical load can influence whether a cell or group of 

cells will transform into a source of spontaneous activity and whether the triggered beat 

can propagate to the surrounding tissue. The most widely used ionic model of 

spontaneous and triggered activity is a modified LRd model developed to mimic the cell 

response to calcium overloading. Studies using this model suggest that very high and 

very low levels of coupling between the focal source and the surrounding tissue lead to 

loading effects that suppress focal activity, while intermediate values of coupling 

facilitate focal activity(96, 122). The level of coupling has also been shown to influence 

the membrane potential and rate of firing associated with the ectopic event.  

Other researchers have investigated the effects of coupling and anisotropy in 

two-dimensions by incorporating a simulated spontaneous source such as a sinoatrial 

cell or by pacing real or simulated myocytes incorporated within a simulated continuous 

sheet of cardiac tissue(117, 119). These studies also indicate that there is a window of 

coupling that enables the initiation and propagation of focal activity and further suggest 

that structural changes that increase the anisotropy of the substrate facilitate ectopic 

activity.  

Additional information about the role that microscale changes in coupling play 

in facilitating spontaneous behavior has been provided by recent in vivo studies as well 

as in-vitro studies in isotropic neonatal monolayers.  Gutstein et al. used genetically 

engineered chimeric mice, which have localized patches of uncoupled cardiac cells 

juxtaposed to regions with high levels of coupling, to study the impact of focal 

uncoupling on both reentrant and ectopic activity(36). They found that chimeric mice 
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had a greater incidence of spontaneous events compared to wildtype mice, but did not 

have a greater likelihood of sustained arrhythmias. These studies suggest that focal 

activity may have a more complex dependence on the pattern of heterogeneity, in which 

the formation of an ectopic beat is facilitated by isolated regions of uncoupled cells and 

sustained propagation is facilitated by a more widespread degree of gap junction 

uncoupling.  

Another research group has created several in vitro experimental models of a 

small spontaneously active region characterized by heterogeneous uncoupling ('ectopic 

nexus'), surrounded by a larger, well-coupled quiescent region(4, 6, 86). Spontaneous 

activity in the central region was triggered experimentally by applying BaCl2 or 

isoproteronol, while Heptanol was used to uncouple cells in the region of interest.  

FitzHugh-Nagumo and Beeler-Reuter computational models of spontaneously active 

cells were combined with continuous isotropic models in order to gain insight into the 

experimental results. In the case of the FHN model, cellular uncoupling was simulated 

in a portion of model tissue by uniformly reducing the diffusion coefficient as a function 

of time. Their structural model consisted of two connected continuous sheets of size 0.3 

mm x 0.6 mm. In the case of the Beeler-Reuter model, a well-coupled and poorly 

coupled region of tissue were separated by a region of tissue with a exponential gradient 

of coupling.   The boundary between the well-coupled and poorly coupled regions was 

shifted gradually in time in order to simulate time-varying conditions that may occur 

during reperfusion after ischemia.  Both the experimental and computational models 

have provided additional evidence that (1) regions of low, heterogeneous coupling 

promote the development of spontaneous activity (2) mass propagation of local ectopic 

waves is facilitated by moderate levels of coupling between the focal source and the 
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surrounding tissue and (3) transitions in the border zone between well-coupled and 

poorly-coupled tissue can strongly influence the dynamics of the ectopic nexus. 

While these models present evidence that low levels of cellular connectivity and 

heterogeneity in cellular automaticity facilitate the development of more widespread 

ectopic activity, they do not fully answer questions about how heterogeneities in 

structure (rather than in membrane excitability) modulate ectopic activity.  

Notably, there are only a few computational studies that have combined detailed 

ionic models with structural models in order to investigate ectopic activity.  In one 

model, Winslow et al. were able to generate propagating focal sources by inducing Na-K 

overloading in a relatively small region of composed of 1000 rabbit cells.  The structural 

model used in the study was a continuous 2-D model consisting of 512x512 uniformly 

coupled cells(124).  In a more recent model, Kuijpers et al.  investigated the role of If on 

propagation using a 2-D discrete bidomain model, the Cellular Bidomain Model that 

included structural remodeling such as reduced gap junction conductance and diffuse 

fibosis(63).  The underlying structure in the model was an irregular brick wall with 

subelements that were 200 μm x 80 μm.  The Courtemanche model of human atrial cells 

was used as the ionic model, and a funny current based on the Difranscesco-Noble 

model formulation was added to the diseased portions of tissue.    They found that 

ectopic activity occurred in regions of tissue with high If and cellular uncoupling.  In 

regions of tissue with poor coupling, they were able to generate ectopic activity with 

focal regions comprising 10% of the total tissue area. 

The combination of a detailed ionic model, which can give insight into the 

relative roles of sodium and calcium currents, and a detailed structural model, which 
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can take into account the low, heterogeneous levels of coupling at the microscale, may 

be essential for understanding the mechanisms underlying ectopy in diseased tissue.  

 

1.6 Specific Aims and Overview 

Although a large body of research has been dedicated to investigating the effect 

of tissue heterogeneities on wavefront propagation, there still remain many questions 

about how the size and the distribution of microstructural discontinuities affect 

macroscopic conduction properties in critical regimes characterized by low intercellular 

coupling and focal or other abnormal membrane activity.  In addition, the effect of 

interstitial microheterogeneity on propagation is often overlooked, even though there is 

substantial experimental evidence to suggest that the components in the interstitial 

space such as blood vessels, basement membrane proteins, collagen, etc. contribute to 

heterogeneity in both the size and the composition of the space. (12, 28, 89, 104) 

 

In order to gain additional insight into the nature of cardiac propagation in these critical 

regimes, the following hypotheses and specific aims were proposed in this dissertation 

study: 

 

Hypothesis 1. Reduction of the interstitial space reduces the relative importance of the 

gap junction resistance, thus facilitating very slow conduction and altering conditions 

(gap junction delay, changes in load, etc.) that lead to conduction block 

Specific Aim 1. To construct 1-D and 2-D models of cardiac tissue that include both 

intercellular and interstitial spaces, and study the effects of effective interstitial 

resistivity(which is related to both the material composition of the space and the size of 
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the space) on axial current flow, repolarization dynamics, maximum sodium current and 

safety factor (SF) in tissue with normal coupling and in tissue with reduced coupling 

caused by structural remodeling. 

 

Hypothesis 2. Local increases in effective interstitial resistivity will decrease the size of 

the area needed to initiate a propagated focal activation, while heterogeneities in the 

effective interstitial resistivity will increase the likelihood of uni-directional conduction 

block and microreentry. 

Specific Aim 2. To construct 1-D and 2-D models that incorporate heterogeneous 

interstitial and intracellular spaces and determine how changes in the effective 

interstitial resistivity affect the focal size needed to initiate and propagate ectopic beats 

and the inducibility of sustained macro and micro-reentry. 

 

Chapter 2 presents an overview of the bidomain and monodomain structural 

models that have historically been used to study propagation in cardiac tissue.  An 

alternative model, the approximate discrete monodomain (ADMD) model, is presented 

in Chapter 3, and is used throughout the dissertation study to investigate the combined 

effect of intracellular and interstitial microstructure on propagation.  Details of the ionic 

models, the microstructural models, and the computational methods are also presented 

in Chapter 3. 

In Chapter 4, one-dimensional ADMD models of cardiac fibers are used to 

investigate the effect of increased effective interstitial resistivity on conduction 

properties such as conduction velocity, maximum upstroke velocity, conduction delay, 

and maximum sodium current in well-coupled and poorly coupled tissue.   We also look 
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at how local increases in effective interstitial resistivity influence the escape of single 

beats and premature beats from a poorly coupled region into an adjacent well-coupled 

region.  The results in this chapter have been published in the American Journal of 

Physiology-Heart and Circulatory Physiology (used with permission) and also as a 

conference proceedings paper for the Computers in Cardiology Conference(49, 50).   

Chapter 5, which was published in the Europace journal (used with permission), 

examines the effect of specific components of myocardial architecture such as cell 

arrangement, gap junction placement, and lateral decoupling on propagation in both 

well-coupled and poorly coupled tissue using 2-D microstructural models based on 

classical discrete monodomain models (51).  The effect of the interstitial space is added 

to the 2-D microstructural model to create a 2-D ADMD model that is used in Chapter 6 

to examine how co-localization of regions of increased effective interstitial resistivity 

and regions with intracellular heterogeneity influence the escape of ectopic beats in 

ventricular tissue.  In Chapter 7, we summarize the major findings and present the 

limitations of our model and areas for future study.
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2. History of Model Development 

Most early structural models of cardiac tissue were based on extensions of the 

continuous core-conductor model that had been successfully applied to electrical 

propagation in nerve fibers (54, 56).   In this chapter, we give a brief overview of models 

that have been developed over the past thirty years to incorporate more details about 

the unique interstitial and intracellular microstructure of cardiac tissue.   

2.1 One-Dimensional Structural Models 

Classical Continuous Bidomain  

One of the most commonly used structural models of cardiac tissue is the 

bidomain model, which represents the intracellular and interstitial regions as two 

overlapping continuous domains.  In the classical bidomain, the heterogeneities of the 

intracellular and interstitial spaces are averaged together and used to assign the 

bidomain conductivities(38).   
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Im = Iion + Cm

Vm
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(5) 

 

where i is the intracellular potential, e is the extracellular potential, and Vm= i - e is 

the transmembrane potential. Im is the transmembrane current density which is split into 

an ionic current, Iion, a capacitive current, where Cm is the specific membrane 

capacitance, and intracellular and extracellular stimulus current densities,  Istim,i and Istim,e 
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(23, 74). The effective intracellular and interstitial resistivities, ieff and oeff , are 

functions of space and are equal to the resistivity of the subcellular region divided by 

the fraction occupied by the intracellular or interstitial domain: ieff = i/fi,  e = e/fe, and 

fi=1-fe.  ' is surface to volume ratio multiplied by the intracellular volume fraction, fi.  

These definitions are applicable to all of the model equations described in this chapter. 

 

Equivalent Continuous Monodomain  

In the case of the continuous bidomain, which has no spatial variation in ieff, the 

governing equation for the equivalent continuous monodomain (CMD) can be expressed 

as 

 1

ieff + oeff

2Vm

x 2
= ' Im

 

 
(6) 

 

 

Classical Discrete Monodomain 

In response to the findings of Spach et al. there was a shift from continuous 

models that represented cardiac tissue as a fully connected medium to more 

discontinuous models that represented cardiac tissue as groups of cells interconnected 

through gap junctions(109). In the 1-D fiber, this is accomplished by introducing 

periodic resistive connections between cells that have a higher resistance than the inside 

of the cardiac myocyte, but a lower resistance than the cell membrane.  The fiber is also 

assumed to lie in a large bath so the extracellular space has a negligible influence on 

conduction properties.  The governing equation for the classical discrete monodomain in 

given in Eq. 7. 
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(7) 

Notably, one study by Shaw and Rudy which used the LRd model to study electrical 

propagation in a discrete 1-D cardiac fiber found that when the discretization element 

was set equal to average length of a single myocyte and the gap junction resistance was 

lumped with the intracellular resistivity, electrical properties such as conduction 

velocity and maximum upstroke velocity were within 1% of the values obtained using a 

highly-discretized, discontinuous fiber(98). 

 

Discrete Bidomain 

In order to study the combined effect of increased interstitial resistivity and 

microscale heterogeneities such as gap junction coupling and cell size on propagation, 

several researchers have implemented a discrete form of the bidomain model which has 

been used to look at the effect of discrete gap junctions on extracellular potential 

distributions(60, 116).  

The governing equations for the 1-D discrete bidomain (BD) model can be 

expressed as 
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Equivalent Discrete Monodomain 

Although the discrete bidomain model is more structurally accurate, the fine 

discretization needed to create this model is computationally expensive which makes it 

difficult to run large numbers of simulations efficiently particularly in multi-dimensions 

(61, 71).  As described in the section above, previous studies of the classical continuous 

bidomain have applied the condition of equal anisotropy in order to reduce the 

continuous bidomain to an equivalent monodomain model which is less 

computationally expensive(39).   In 1-D, when the ratio of the intracellular to interstitial 

resistivity along the fiber is equal to a constant, ieff(x)=k oeff(x), the governing equation 

for the equivalent discrete monodomain can be expressed as  

  

k
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(11) 
 

As  oeff approaches zero, Eq. 11 becomes equivalent to the classical discrete 

monodomain equation described in Eq. 7 (98).  

 

2.2 Multi-Dimensional Microstructural Models 

Creating realistic models of cardiac structure becomes much more 

computationally challenging as the number of dimensions increases and, consequently, 

the complex structure of the tissue is often visualized most easily as a resistor grid. Leon 

and Roberge developed a 2-D parallel cable network in which each row of cardiac cells 

is represented as a continuous fiber and multiple rows of cardiac cells are connected in 

parallel by a regular pattern of transverse resistors. This approach is computationally 

efficient and allows for a more discontinuous representation of transverse propagation. 

Another version of the coupled cable model also incorporates discrete gap junctions at 
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random intervals along the fiber, allowing for discontinuous propagation in both 

longitudinal and transverse directions. One disadvantage of this model is the inability to 

model microstructural differences in gap junction distribution similar to those observed 

in normal and diseased adult tissue.  

Spach et al. have constructed a detailed two-dimensional model (2-D) of cardiac 

tissue that incorporates features of myocardial architecture such as gap junction 

distribution, overlap between cells, and jutting at cell borders. Using neonatal and adult 

models of cardiac tissue, they have been able to reproduce conduction velocities and 

maximum rate-of-rise values that are very similar to those that have been observed 

experimentally.   In order to study the effect of interstitial and intravascular loading 

effects on cardiac propagation, Spach et al. also created a two-domain model consisting 

of a discrete 2-D intracellular space coupled to a separate extracellular space which 

included both an interstitial space and inactive capillaries. Using this model, they were 

able to model directional changes in the action potential foot as a function of capacitive 

loading without requiring the presence of an extracellular bath adjacent to the tissue 

preparation, which can also influence action potential waveshape.   

In a recent study, Kuijpers et al. presented a new discrete bidomain model, 

termed the Cellular Bidomain model, that represents the structure of cardiac tissue using 

a simulation graph(63).  The nodes of the graph represent segments which have both an 

internal and external potential, while the edges of the graph represent cell coupling 

which is defined as either an internal or external conductance.  At a minimum each 

segment represents a single cell, which means that this model cannot be used to 

investigate the subcellular dynamics of propagation. 

Roberts, Stinstra and Henriquez have developed a detailed 3-D geometric model 

of myocytes immersed in an extracellular space that contains both interstitial space and 
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capillaries.  In one subsequent study using this model, Stinstra et al. were able to 

estimate bidomain extracellular conductivities for healthy tissue that were in accordance 

with values reported in the literature.  In the intracellular space, the effective 

longitudinal conductivities were in accordance with the literature values, but the 

effective transverse values were much smaller than reported(114).   In another study 

comparing the multidomain model to the bidomain model, Roberts et al. found that the 

bidomain model was a suitable representation for macroscopic intracellular and 

extracellular conduction properties such as conduction velocity but could not capture 

the effects that non-uniform cross-sections of confined interstitial space have on 

propagation along fibers(89).  This model may be particularly useful for determining the 

limits for which the less intricate bidomain model is an accurate model of cardiac 

propagation.   

Microstructural models of cardiac tissue are computationally demanding and are 

most often limited to very small spatial domains over a time span of less than one 

second. For this reason, a large majority of computational studies of wavefront 

propagation are done using coarsely-discretized, continuous models that capture 

wavefront dynamics in relatively uniform tissue but may not be able to capture complex 

wave dynamics in critical regimes characterized by low intercellular coupling, 

microstructural heterogeneity, and reduced or abnormal membrane excitability.   In 

Chapter 3, we present a computationally efficient approximate monodomain model that 

is used throughout this thesis to study the combined effect of increased effective 

interstitial resistivity on propagation in poorly coupled 1-D fibers and 2-D tissues.
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3. Models and Methods 

3.1 Ionic Models 

Hodgkin-Huxley Model Formalism 

In the early 1950’s, Hodgkin and Huxley developed a model to simulate the 

response of a single nerve cell to a voltage stimulus based on the behavior of single 

channels(46).  Notably, this model provides a way to evaluate the conductivities for a 

given ion channel.   The “gates” (Yk) controlling the ion channels are assumed to follow 

first order kinetics as shown in Eq. 12, and the rate constants  and  can be found using 

experimentally determined analytic functions that depend only on the transmembrane 

voltage.  The ionic current (Ik) that flows through each channel is described by Ohm’s 

Law. 

 dYk
dt

= k (1 Yk ) kYk
 

 

 
(12) 

  
Ik = gk (Vm Ek )  

 

 
(13) 

 

 

where Yk is the fraction of open channels, k and k are the rate constants describing the 

opening and closing of channels, and gk is the conductance of the channel. 

 

Luo Rudy 1 Cardiac Model 

The Luo-Rudy I (LR1) model (1991) is used in Chapter 5 to describe the ionic 

currents in the cardiac membrane using the Hodgkin-Huxley formalism(75).  The LR1 

model is based on six ionic currents (INa, Isi, IK, IK1,IKp,Ib) with a total of eight gating 

variables (m,h,j,d,f,X,Xi,K1) and one ionic concentration.  These variables are also 

referred to as membrane state variables.  
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Luo Rudy Dynamic (LRd) Cardiac Model 

The Luo Rudy dynamic (LRd) model was developed in 1994 to describe the flow 

of currents across the membrane of a ventricular guinea pig cardiac cell(74).  Similar to 

the Luo Rudy I membrane model, Hodgkin-Huxley formalism was used to describe the 

ionic currents.  The membrane model includes 31 state variables and 16 ionic currents.  

The most significant improvements in the model compared to the LR1 model are the 

inclusion of pumps and exchangers and the detailed expression of calcium dynamics. 

 

Luo Rudy Dynamic (LRd) Model with funny current 

To generate spontaneously active regions of tissue, the membrane currents were 

modeled using a modified Luo-Rudy dynamic model that included a funny current 

based on the Difrancesco-Noble model of human Purkinje cells(21).    The equations (Eq. 

14-17) governing the funny current are shown below: 

 I f =Gf (Vm E f )  
(14) 
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dt
= y (1 y) y y  

 
(15) 
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(17) 

where Vm is the membrane voltage, Gf is the maximum conductance of the funny 

channel, Ef is the equilibrium potential of the funny channel (set to 40 mV), y is the 

fraction of open channels, y and y are the rate constants for the opening and closing of 

the funny current voltage-gated channel. 
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3.2 Tissue Models 

1-D Approximate Discrete Monodomain 

Because the focus of this study is primarily the effect of the interstitial space on 

propagation in heterogeneous tissue not on the effect of stimulation, the approach we 

used was to approximate a more general form of the equivalent discrete monodomain 

(Eq. 11), which incorporates spatial variations in ieff and unequal ratios of ieff and oeff, 

with a discrete version of the classical continuous monodomain (Eq. 7).  The governing 

equation for the approximate discrete monodomain (ADMD) model in 1-D can be 

expressed as 
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Using a finite difference approximation, the governing equations for the ADMD 

equations can be discretized as: 
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dVi
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All of the variables in the monodomain models are defined as in the case of the 

discrete bidomain. In all of the simulations, the Cm = 1 μF/cm2(29, 45). 
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Validation of the 1-D ADMD Model 

Propagation was studied in a discrete 0.5 cm fiber composed of 50 cardiac cells, 

with no-flux boundary conditions applied at the beginning and the end of the fiber.  

Each cell had a length (L) of 100 μm, radius (a) of 11 μm, and was discretized into 10 

elements with a x of 10 μm.  Within the cell, i was set to 150 -cm.  The elements 

connecting adjacent cells were modified to incorporate the gap junction resistivity (Rg), 

which was set uniformly throughout the fiber to a value of 1.5 -cm2 (representing a 

well-coupled fiber) or 100 -cm2 (representing a poorly coupled fiber). Rgeff was 

calculated as Rg/(fi x).  For this validation study, only three values of oeff were tested:  

0.5 (nominal value), 2.5, and 10 k -cm.   

 

The conduction velocities and maximum upstroke velocities measured in well-

coupled (Rg = 1.5 -cm2) and poorly coupled (Rg = 100 -cm2) ADMD fibers with oeff 

equal to 0.5, 2.5 and 10 k -cm were compared to values obtained using the discrete 

bidomain model.  In the well-coupled fiber, the conduction velocities and maximum 

upstroke velocities measured using the ADMD model were within 1% of the values 

obtained using the discrete bidomain model.   In the poorly coupled fiber, the percent 

difference between the maximum upstroke values remained below 1%; however, the 

percent difference between the conduction velocities measured in the ADMD model and 

discrete bidomain models increased to 5%.  As shown in Tables 3.1 and 3.2, the percent 

difference between the ADMD model and the discrete bidomain models for a fiber with 

a given level of coupling remained essentially the same as oeff increased.  Because of the 

relatively small difference between the ADMD model and the discrete bidomain, the 

consistency in the percent error for a given level of coupling, and the speed of 
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computation, the ADMD model was used throughout this study to investigate the effect 

of increased oeff on action potential propagation in both well-coupled and poorly 

coupled fibers. 

 

Table 3.1: Comparison of conduction velocities (CV) measured in the 1-D approximate 
discrete monodomain model (ADMD) and discrete bidomain (BD) models 

Rg  ( -cm2) 1.5 (Well-Coupled) 100 (Poorly-Coupled) 

oeff  (k -cm) 0.5 2.5 10 0.5 2.5 10 

BD:  CV (cm/s) 36.01 18.83 9.68 5.44 5.13 5.07 

ADMD: CV(cm/s) 35.71 18.66 9.60 5.18 4.86 4.82 

% Difference 0.83 0.90 0.83 4.8 5.3 4.9 
 

Table 3.2: Comparison of maximum upstroke velocities Vmax measured in the 1-D 
discrete monodomain (ADMD) and discrete bidomain (BD) models 

Rg  ( -cm2) 1.5 (Well-Coupled) 100 (Poorly-Coupled) 

oeff  (k -cm) 0.5 2.5 10 0.5 2.5 10 

BD:  Vmax (cm/s) 221 214 216 347 308 238 

ADMD: Vmax(cm/s) 219 212 214 344 309 238 

% Difference 0.90 0.93 0.93 0.86 0.30 0 
 

Two-Dimensional Tissue Structure 

To explore the effect of specific components of cell architecture on 

electrophysiological properties, we constructed three subgroups of two-dimensional (2-

D) models that represent cardiac tissue as groups of myocytes interconnected through 

discrete gap junction resistances.  All of the tissue models are shown in Figure 3.1A-H. 

The first subgroup consists of tissue models with varying degrees of overlap 

between cells in neighboring rows. In the uniform (UN) model (Fig 3.1A), the myocytes 

are represented as rectangular boxes, have uniform length and width, and are stacked 

directly on top of each other. In the brick wall  (BW) model (Fig 3.1B), the myocytes are 
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represented as rectangular boxes, have uniform widths and uniform lengths (except at 

the borders) and have overlap in a pattern similar to a brick wall. In the random brick 

wall  (RBW) model (Fig 3.1C), the myocytes are represented as rectangular boxes, have 

uniform widths but variable lengths and have overlap. 

The second subgroup consists of tissue models with jutting at the cell ends. The 

uniform model with jutting (UNJ) (Fig 3.1D) and the random brick wall model with 

jutting (RBWJ) (Fig 3.1E) are similar to the (UN) and (RBW) models, respectively, except 

that the myocytes have a regular stairstep pattern of jutting at the cell ends. 

The third subgroup consists of tissue models with randomly shaped cells and 

varying degrees of transverse coupling. In the random (RAND) model (Fig 3.1F), each 

myocyte is represented as a random stairstep unit with irregular jutting at the cell 

borders.  Both the length and width of the cells are varied, and the myocytes are stacked 

in a semi-brick wall configuration.  This model is defined having normal structural 

discreteness.  Additional heterogeneity was added to the RAND model by removing a 

certain percentage of the transverse connections between the cell-cell lateral borders(Fig 

3.1G-H).  

The 2-D RAND model was generated by first creating a basic resistor grid 

composed of uniformly sized cells with an average length and width that was specified 

by the user.  Each cell was further subdivided into subelements that were either 8 μm x 8 

μm or 10 μm x 10 μm in size. The elements at the ends and along the lateral edges of the  
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Figure 3.1:  Tissues with varied cell arrangements.  
A - Uniform Model (UN); B - Brick Wall Model (BW); C -  Random Brick Wall Model 
(RBW); D – Uniform model with jutting at cell ends (UNJ);  E – Random Brick Wall 
model with jutting at cell ends (RBWJ); F-Random model (RAND); G-Random model 
with 50% structural discontinuity (RANDwSD50); H – Random model with 100% 
structural discontinuity (RANDwSD100).  The red lines represent structural 
discontinuities. 
 

A. B.

C. D.

E. F.

G. H.
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cells were individually perturbed in order to randomly vary the shape of the cell. The 

myocyte shapes were generated randomly and are only an approximation of cell shapes 

that may occur in ventricular cardiac tissue. The discrete gap junctions connecting 

myocytes together were distributed in patterns observed experimentally in neonatal and 

adult cardiac tissue(104). 

 

Two-Dimensional ADMD Model 

One of the main reasons for using a monodomain model in which the 

intracellular properties are modified to account for the interstitial space is so that we can 

extend our studies to larger scale models of cardiac tissue where computation time is 

more of an issue.  Similarly to the 1-D case, the effect of increasing the effective 

interstitial resistivity was incorporated into the 2-D microstructural model by increasing 

the effective intracellular resistivity of each cell.  Figure 3.2 shows a visual 

representation of the discrete bidomain model and the approximate discrete 

monodomain model. 

The governing equation for the 2-D ADMD can be discretized as follows: 
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The diffusion coefficient in the longitudinal direction between nodes (i+1,j) and 

(i,j) is defined as Dx,(i+1/2,j) and the diffusion coefficient in the transverse direction 

between nodes (i,j+1) and (i,j) is defined as Dy(i,j+1/2).  As in the 1-D case, the diffusion 

coefficients are inversely related to ieff and oeff.  The effective extracellular resistivities 

were assumed to be the same in both the longitudinal and transverse directions. 

 

Figure 3.2:  Visual representations of the (A) 2-D discrete bidomain and (B) the 2-D 
approximate monodomain model. 

 

 

Validation of the 2-D Approximate Discrete Monodomain Models  

A 0.50 cm x 0.06 cm (used during longitudinal propagation) and a 0.06 cm x 0.50 

cm (used during transverse propagation) 2-D ADMD microstructural model were 

compared with discrete bidomain models that had the same intracellular structure and 

the same interstitial properties. Gap junctions were distributed evenly around the cell, 

and the intracellular resistivity was taken to be 150 -cm. Longitudinal and transverse 

plane waves were generated in the BD and ADMD meshes by stimulating the cells 

intracellularly along the left border or the top border of the sheet, respectively, with a set 

of intracellular current pulses that were approximately 1.5-2 times threshold. In the case 
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of the bidomain, an equal and opposite stimulus was also given in the extracellular 

space. 

 

Table 3.3: Comparison of conduction velocities (CV) measured in the 2-D 
approximate discrete monodomain model (ADMD) discrete bidomain (BD) 
models 

Well-coupled: gj=0.30 μS 

oeff CVL: BD/ADMD CVT: BD/ADMD 

0.5 34.5/35.1 (0%) 23.4/23.1 (2%) 
2.5 18.4/18.8 (2%) 15.9/15.7 (1%) 

Poorly coupled: gj=0.01 μS 

oeff CVL: BD/ADMD CVT: BD/ADMD 

0.5 9.9/9.8(1%) 4.2/4.2 (0%) 

2.5 9.3/9.0 (3%) 4.1 /4.1 (0%) 
 

Table 3.4: Comparison of maximum upstroke velocities (Vmax) measured in 
the 2-D approximate discrete monodomain model (ADMD) and 2-D 
discrete bidomain (BD) models  

Well-coupled: gj=0.30 μS 

oeff Vmax,L: BD/ADMD Vmax,T: BD/ADMD 

0.5 210/211 (0%) 215/215 (0%) 

2.5 210/211 (0%) 214/214 (0%) 

Poorly coupled: gj=0.01 μS 

oeff Vmax,L: BD/ADMD Vmax,T: BD/ADMD 

0.5 320/319 (0%)        323/323  (0%) 

2.5 274/275 (0%) 322 /322 (0%) 
 

The conduction velocities and maximum upstroke velocities measured in well-

coupled (gj = 0.30 μS) and poorly coupled (gj = 0.01 μS) ADMD tissue with oeff equal to 

0.5 and 2.5 and were compared to values obtained using the discrete bidomain model.  

The conduction velocities and the maximum upstroke velocities measured using the 

ADMD model were within 3% of the values obtained using the discrete bidomain 

model.  Because of the relatively small difference between the conduction velocities and 
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maximum upstroke velocities generated by ADMD model and the discrete bidomain 

and the speed of computation, the ADMD model was used throughout this study to 

investigate the effect of increased oeff on action potential propagation in both well-

coupled and poorly coupled tissue. 

 

3.3 Details of Time Integration and Data Analysis 

A semi-implicit Crank Nicolson scheme with a conjugate gradient solver was 

used to solve the system of partial differential equations(18, 42). In the monodomain 

simulations, the time step was kept constant at 5 μs, and output data was recorded every 

10 μs.  All simulations used the CardioWave software platform and were run in parallel 

using the Duke Shared Computer Cluster(84).   Data analysis and visualization was 

done using MATLAB. 
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4. The Effect of Combined Microheterogeneity in the 
Interstitial and Intracellular Spaces on 1-D Propagation 

4.1 Introduction 

Pathological changes in myocardial architecture often create a heterogeneous 

substrate that supports abnormal electrical rhythms in the heart.  In most cases, these 

architectural changes can be subdivided into two major categories:  changes that occur 

in the intracellular space of the heart and changes that occur in the interstitial 

(extracellular) space.  One of the most widely studied structural changes in the 

intracellular space involves the gap junction coupling between cells.  A number of 

modeling and experimental studies have shown that changes in gap junction coupling 

can influence propagation speed, action potential waveshape, and the dynamics of 

sodium and calcium currents in the heart (40, 98, 104).  In particular, lateral decoupling 

between cells has repeatedly been linked to slow conduction and conduction block, two 

properties that increase the likelihood of arrhythmia(19, 103).   

Variation in myocyte size and shape is another source of heterogeneity in the 

intracellular space.  In normal, healthy hearts, cell length and width can vary widely 

even among cells that are taken from a single source. Using 1-D discontinuous models, 

Henriquez and Plonsey have shown that changes in cell length alter features of action 

potential morphology such as the distribution of maximum upstroke velocity along the 

cell and the time constant of the action potential foot.  Experimental and modeling 

studies by Spach et al. which compared conduction properties in small neonatal 

myocytes and larger adult myocytes have also shown that propagation speed and action 

potential waveshape are significantly affected not only by gap junction distribution but 

also cell size (40, 104). Myocyte hypertrophy caused by cardiac diseases such as heart 

failure and hypertension increases conduction velocity and may offset the effects of 
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decreases in intercellular coupling(120).   The relative increases in cell length and width 

and the heterogeneity in cell size vary with the type of cardiomyopathy; however, very 

few modeling studies have systematically investigated the effect of cell size in 

conjunction with other microstructural changes that occur in cardiac disease (16, 31, 79).  

In recent years, there have been several studies to explore another important but 

often-overlooked determinant of electrical propagation in the heart– the structure of the 

interstitial space(12, 28, 89, 104).  Cardiac myocytes are surrounded by a heterogeneous 

interstitial space that contains a wide variety of components including ground 

substance, blood vessels, connective tissue, and collagen(8, 30).   Even in healthy tissue, 

the electrical properties of the interstitial space vary non-linearly depending on the size 

and the composition of the interstitial region.  Wide regions of interstitial space that 

contain porous collagen may have low resistances to current flow while narrow regions 

of interstitial space that primarily contain basement membrane and dense extracellular 

matrix proteins may have a very high resistance to current flow (69).   Similarly to the 

intracellular space, changes in interstitial properties such as the resistivity of the space 

can also influence conduction velocity, action potential waveshape, and the dynamics of 

ionic currents(28, 38, 41).  

As the relationship between structural remodeling and abnormal propagation 

observed in cardiac diseases such as atrial fibrillation has become more evident, several 

groups have turned their attention toward developing new therapies that reverse or 

limit the extent of structural remodeling(7, 33, 35).  The successful application of these 

therapies may depend strongly on our fundamental understanding of how combined 

microscale heterogeneities in both the interstitial and intracellular spaces influence 

macroscale propagation in the heart(11, 12, 89, 127). In this study, we build upon 

previous modeling studies that have independently investigated the effects of interstitial 
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and intracellular microstructure in order to gain a better understanding of the combined 

effect of these intracellular and interstitial heterogeneities on electrical propagation.  

4.2 Methods 

4.2.1 Discrete Fibers with Uniform Structure 

Propagation was first studied in four different fibers each of which was composed of 

cells of a given length: 

Fiber with normal cells:  0.5 cm fiber composed of 50 cells, with cell length (L) 

equal to 100 μm  

Fiber with short cells: 0.5 cm fiber composed of 100 cells, with cell length equal to 

50 μm 

Fiber with long cells:  0.6 cm fiber composed of 40 cells, with each cell length equal 

to 150 μm  

Fiber with cells of various length:  0.5 cm fiber composed of 47 cells with a uniform 

distribution in length ranging from 50 to 100 μm, with an average length of 100 

μm 

 

No-flux boundary conditions were applied at the beginning and the end of the fiber.  

Each cell had radius (a) of 11 μm, and was discretized into subelements with a x of 2 

μm.  Within the cell, i was set to 150 -cm.  The elements connecting adjacent cells were 

modified to incorporate the gap junction resistivity (Rg), which was set uniformly 

throughout the fiber to a value of 1.5 -cm2 (representing a well-coupled fiber) or 100 -

cm2 (representing a poorly coupled fiber). Rgeff was calculated as Rg/(fi x). The 

composition and size of the extracellular space may vary widely, particularly in the case 

of cardiac disease.  With this in mind, oeff values between 0 and 25 k -cm were tested in 
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order to capture the response of the fiber under both normal conditions and extreme 

conditions that may only occur sporadically throughout the heart. 

Previous studies have shown that setting the discretization element ( x) of the 

continuous fiber equal to the length of a single cell gives a good approximation to the 

discontinuous propagation observed in real cardiac tissue(98).  In order to test the 

accuracy of continuous models when both the intracellular and interstitial resistivities 

are increasing, the conduction velocity measured using the ADMD model was also 

compared with the value measured using the highly-discretized and coarsely-

discretized equivalent continuous models.  The cellular resistivity used in the 

continuous models was calculated by lumping together the effective intracellular, gap 

junction and interstitial resistivities from the ADMD model.   Resistor grids for the 

discrete bidomin (BD), approximate discrete monodomain (ADMD), and equivalent 

continuous monodomain models (CMD) are shown in Figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1:  Resistor grids for (A) the 1-D discrete bidomain model (B) the 1-D 
approximate discrete monodomain model and (C) the 1-D approximate 
continuous monodomain model  

 

4.2.2 Discrete Fibers with Heterogeneous Structure 

The second goal of the study was to investigate action potential propagation in 

inhomogeneous 1-D fibers, which included abrupt changes in both intracellular and 

interstitial structure at a size scale larger than a single cell.  As shown in Figure 4.2, 

heterogeneity was introduced into the intracellular space by uniformly increasing the 
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gap junction resistivity, Rg(PC), in the first half of the fiber.  Heterogeneity was also 

introduced into the interstitial space by increasing the oeff of the first half of the fiber to a 

value between 0.5 and 25 k -cm.  In the second half of the fiber, all properties were set 

to normal values ( i=150 -cm, Rg=1.5 -cm2, oeff =0.5 -cm).  The cell length (L=100 

μm) and cell diameter (a=11 μm) were kept constant throughout the fiber. 

Measurements were taken for different combinations of interstitial resistivity and gap 

junction resistivity. 

 

Figure 4.2: Representation of the 0.5 cm inhomogeneous fiber.  
The first half of the fiber (Cell 1- Cell 30), shown in gray, is poorly-coupled (Rg=60-70 -
cm) and the second half of the fiber, shown in white, is well-coupled(Rg=1.5 -cm). oeff 
is varied between 0.5 and 2.5 k -cm in the first half of the fiber and kept constant at 0.5 
k -cm in the second half of the fiber. 
 

4.2.3 Premature Stimulation in a Discontinuous Heterogeneous Fiber 

The third goal of the study was to determine the effect of increased poeff in the 

case of premature stimuli given at different coupling intervals.  A second set of 

heterogeneous 1-D monodomain models were created by introducing a 0.4 cm long 

central zone of poorly coupled cells into a 1 cm long well-coupled fiber.  The fiber was 

divided into individual cells of length 100 μm, and each cell was further subdivided into 

elements that were 10 μm each.  Gap junctions were modeled as individual resistors (Rg).  

The well-coupled(WC) region of the fiber was assigned an Rg(WC) of 1.5 -cm2, while 

the poorly-coupled (PC) region was uniformly assigned an Rg(PC) of 60 -cm2 or 70 -

cm2.  No-flux boundary conditions were applied at the ends of the fiber. 

Cell 1 Cell 31 Cell 32 Cell 50Cell 30Cell 29... ...

Rg(PC)=60-70 Ω−cm Rg(WC)=1.5 Ω−cm
ρoeff =0.5-2.5 kΩ cm ρoeff =0.5 kΩ cm
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Figure 4.3:  Representation of a 1-cm inhomogeneous fiber with a poorly-coupled central 
region.   

 

4.2.4 Measurement and Stimulation Protocols 

Single Stimulus 

A single cell (LRd model) was paced to steady state at a basic cycle length of 1s.  

The steady state value of each state variable was then applied to each cell along the cable 

and served as the initial conditions. Action potentials were initiated by stimulating the 

fiber at the two leftmost nodes using a single stimulus that was approximately two times 

threshold.  Conduction velocities were computed based on measurements taken at 

x=0.20 cm and x=0.40 cm.  Intracellular delays (within the inside of cell) were computed 

by measuring the difference between the time the first node in the 41st cell reached –60 

mV and the time the last node in the 41st cell reached  -60mV.  Gap junction delay was 

measured as the difference between the time that the last node in 41th cell reached  -60 

mV and the first node in the 42st cell reached –60 mV.  Maximum upstroke velocities 

were measured at the center of cell 21. The stimulus and boundary effects in the 

discontinuous fiber during depolarization were negligible at distances greater than 0.10 

cm from the edges of the fiber.   Consistent with the approach used by Shaw and Rudy, 

the amount of sodium charge generated during excitation was computed by summing 

the sodium current during the time interval defined by the maximum upstrokes of two 

neighboring cells (98).   Safety factor was also measured using the method of Shaw and 

Rudy(98).   
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Premature Stimuli 

Premature beats were generated in the central zone using an S1-S2 stimulus 

protocol.  The first stimulus (S1) was generated by stimulating cell 51 with a stimulus 

that was 1.5 times threshold. The second stimulus (S2) was given at the same site and the 

same amplitude as the S1, and the S1-S2 coupling interval was varied from 200 ms to 

3500 ms.  Conduction delays at the boundary between the poorly-coupled central zone 

and the well-coupled region were measured by subtracting the difference in activation 

times (taken at Vm=-50mV) measured at the last node of the 69th cell and the first node of 

the 70th cell.  The action potential duration was measured at 90% repolarization.  

 

4.3 Results 

Conduction Delays 

In order to determine the effect of increased oeff on electrical loading at the 

microscale, we measured both the intracellular delay (within the cell) and the gap 

junction delay (between cells) in well-coupled and poorly coupled fibers with oeff 

ranging from 0 to 25 k -cm.   

As shown in Figures 4.4A and B, increasing oeff caused the ratio of intracellular 

delay to gap junction delay (IC/GJ Delay) to increase.  In the well-coupled fiber, 

increasing oeff from 0 to 2.5 to 10 k -cm caused the ratio to increase 30-fold.   The largest 

ratio of intracellular to gap junction delay was observed in long cells.  In the poorly 

coupled fiber, the increase in the ratio of gap junction to intracellular delay was much 

more dependent on the length of the cells.  Long cells showed the steepest initial 

increase in the ratio of intracellular delay to gap junction delay as oeff was increased 

from 0 to 2.5 to 10 k -cm, but the overall increase in the IC/GJ ratio in long cells was 

only 100-fold compared to 120-fold in shorter cells. 
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Increases in oeff were associated not only with an increase in intracellular delay, 

but a decrease in the gap junction delay, which also contributed to the increase in the 

IC/GJ delay ratio as shown in Figures 4.4B and C for the poorly-coupled fiber.  In the 

poorly coupled fibers with oeff =0 k -cm, the gap junction delay measured in the fibers 

with long cells was 150% larger than the gap junction delay measured in the fiber with 

short cells. As oeff increased, the gap junction delay decreased most rapidly in poorly 

coupled fibers composed of long cells.  Increasing oeff from 0 to 2.5 k -cm caused a 6% 

decrease in gap junction delay in fibers with short cells (L=50μm), but a 52% decrease in 

gap junction delay in fibers with long cells (L=150 μm).  At oeff =10 k -cm, the gap 

junction delays measured in fibers of all cell sizes were within 10% of each other. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.4: The ratio of intracellular to gap junction (IC/GJ) delay and gap junction 
delay as a function of oeff .  IC/GJ Ratio shown for (A) well-coupled fibers and (B) 
poorly-coupled fibers composed of cells of different lengths, L.  (C) Gap junction delay 
shown for poorly coupled fibers composed of cells of different lengths, L. 
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Conduction Velocity 

The changes in the intercellular and gap junction delays with changes in oeff 

manifest themselves macroscopically as changes in the conduction velocity.  Uniformly 

increasing oeff in the well-coupled fiber (Rg = 1.5 -cm2, L=100 μm) from 0 to 2.5 to 10 

k -cm caused conduction velocity to decrease from 55.6 cm/s to 18.3 cm/s to 9.5 cm/s, 

an overall decrease of 83%.  This decrease in conduction velocity followed the well-

known relationship observed in highly discretized continuous fibers(47), , 

where K is a constant and R is the axial resistivity.  In contrast, increasing oeff in the 

poorly coupled fiber caused the macroscopic conduction velocity to decrease more 

gradually and deviate from the square root relationship.  When Rg was set equal to      

100 -cm2, increasing oeff from 0 to 2.5 to 10 k -cm caused conduction velocity to 

decrease slightly from 5.2 cm/s to 4.8 cm/s to 4.7, a decrease of only 10%.   

In this study, additional simulations performed in fibers composed of long cells 

or short cells showed that fibers composed of long, poorly coupled cells (Rg=100 -cm2) 

had higher conduction velocities and slower decreases in conduction velocity as oeff 

increased.  Increasing oeff from 0 to 10 k -cm caused a 14% decrease in CV in fibers with 

short cells (L=50μm), but a 6% increase in CV in fibers with long cells (L=150 μm).  In the 

long, poorly-coupled fiber conduction velocity reached a plateau and increased slightly 

between oeff = 5 k -cm and oeff = 10 k -cm. A detailed comparison of CV, intracellular 

delay, and gap junction delay in ADMD fibers composed of cells of different lengths is 

given in Table 4.1. 
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Table 4.1:  Intracellular delay (IC Delay), gap junction delay (GJ Delay) and conduction 
velocity(CV) in ADMD fibers composed of cells of different lengths, L. 

Rg=1.5 -cm Rg=100 -cm 
L=50 μm L=50 μm 

oeff 

 (k -cm) 

IC Delay 
 (ms) 

GJ Delay 
 (ms) 

CV 
(cm/s) 

oeff 

(k -cm) 

IC Delay 
 (ms) 

GJ Delay 
(ms) 

CV 
(cm/s) 

0 0.0373 0.0734 45.14 0 0.0127 1.0676 4.63 
0.5 0.1036 0.0542 11.69 0.5 0.0510 1.0427 4.57 
2.5 0.2471 0.0374 87.57 2.5 0.1147 0.9995 4.37 
10 0.5051 0.0344 9.27 10 0.7357 0.5164 3.99 
L=100 μm    L=100 μm    

oeff  

(k -cm) 
IC Delay 
(ms) 

GJ Delay 
 (ms) 

CV 
(cm/s) 

oeff 

(k -cm) 
IC Delay 
(ms) 

GJ Delay 
(ms) 

CV 
(cm/s) 

0 0.0912 0.0885 55.64 0 0.0540 1.8672 5.20 
0.5 0.2257 0.0586 35.18 0.5 0.2159 1.7498 5.08 
2.5 0.5067 0.0377 18.36 2.5 0.8898 1.2027 4.78 
10 1.0168 0.0344 9.51 10 1.6136 0.4602 4.73 
L=150 μm    L=150 μm    

oeff 

(k -cm) 
IC Delay 
(ms) 

GJ Delay 
(ms) 

CV 
(cm/s) 

oeff 

(k -cm) 
IC Delay 
(ms) 

GJ Delay 
(ms) 

CV 
(cm/s) 

0 0.1503 0.0954 61.05 0 0.1252 2.6723 5.35 
0.5 0.3496 0.0602 33.72 0.5 0.4973 2.3903 5.19 
2.5 0.7666 0.0375 18.65 2.5 1.7178 1.2845 4.99 
10 1.5284 0.0343 9.60 10 2.1848 0.4695 5.65 

 

The conduction velocities measured in the ADMD fibers were compared with the 

conduction velocities measured in a highly-discretized(ACMD2) continuous fiber and a 

coarsely-discretized continuous fiber(ACMDL).   As shown in Figure 4.5A, the well-

coupled fiber can be accurately represented using a continuous fiber. This is consistent 

with previous studies which have shown that the differences measured between the 

well-coupled discontinuous and highly discretized continuous fibers are minor (98). In 

the poorly coupled fiber, however, large differences in the resistivity of adjacent 

elements cause pronounced loading effects that are large enough to reduce the 

macroscopic conduction velocity to a much smaller value than predicted using an 

equivalent highly-discretized continuous fiber(40, 102).  When Rg =100 -cm2 and oeff 

=0.5 k -cm, the conduction velocity measured in the discrete fiber was almost 50% 
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smaller than the conduction velocity obtained using the highly discretized continuous 

fiber. This issue is often addressed in computational studies by modeling poorly-

coupled tissue with a fiber that has a discretization length equal to the length of a single 

cell (~100 μm) (98); however,  as shown in Figure 4.5B, this approximation becomes less 

accurate as cell length increases and as oeff increases.   

 

 

Figure 4.5:  Plots of conduction velocity as a function of oeff for (A) Well-coupled and (B) 
poorly-coupled fibers composed of cells of length L. In each graph, three different 
equivalent models are shown:  CMD2: the continuous monodomain with dx=2 μm, 
ADMD2: the approximate discrete monodomain with dx = 2 μm, and CMDL: the 
continuous monodomain with dx=L. 
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Maximum Upstroke Velocity 

In classical discrete fibers, changes in the gap resistance alter the rate of rise the 

action potential upstroke(98).  Increases in oeff were also expected to modulate the action 

potential shape in both well and poorly coupled fibers.  Figure 4.6A and 4.6B show that 

increases in oeff lead to an overall decrease in the maximum upstroke velocity (Vmax) 

measured at the center of each cell in the ADMD model.  The maximum upstroke 

velocity in both the well-coupled and poorly coupled ADMD fiber approached 207 V/s, 

the value measured in the highly discretized, CMD2 fiber.   

 

 

Figure 4.6:  Maximum Upstroke Velocity at cell center as a function of oeff. 
Shown in (A) well-coupled and (B) poorly-coupled fibers composed of cells of different 
lengths, L. (C) Profile of maximum upstroke velocity within a single poorly-coupled cell 
with L=100 μm as a function of oeff. 
 
 

The intracellular variation of the maximum upstroke velocity in the poorly 

coupled cell also changed as oeff increased (Figure 4.6C).  At normal values of oeff, the 

variation of maximum upstroke velocity across the cell was approximately 30 V/s.  As 

oeff increased, Vmax measured at the center of the cell decreased as noted above; however, 

Vmax at the beginning of the cell decreased while Vmax at the end of the cell increased, 

which increased the variation in Vmax across the cell to a maximum of 188 V/s.  As oeff 

increased further, Vmax across the entire cell eventually approached 207 V/s. 
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The change in upstroke velocity with increasing oeff depended on the length of 

the cell.  Increasing oeff from 0 to 2.5 k -cm caused a 1% increase in Vmax in fibers with 

short cells (L=50μm), but a 25% decrease in Vmax in fibers with long cells (L=150 μm).  In 

fibers composed of cells with varying lengths ranging from 50 to 100 μm, increasing oeff 

from 0.5 to 2.5 k -cm decreased the mean maximum upstroke velocity across the fiber 

from 339±12 V/s to 297 ±50 V/s, a 12% decrease in the mean and a 4-fold increase in the 

standard deviation.  As oeff was increased further to 25 k -cm, the mean maximum 

upstroke velocity and standard deviation decreased to 224 ±35 V/s.  

Maximum Sodium Current  

Simulations were also performed to investigate the effect of increased oeff on 

maximum sodium current (INa,Max) in well-coupled and poorly coupled fibers.  As shown 

in Figure 4.7A, increasing oeff from 0 to 10 k -cm in the well-coupled fiber caused 

maximum sodium current to increase slightly from 380 μA/cm2 to 386 μA/cm2. 

Increasing oeff from 0 to 10 k -cm in the poorly coupled fiber caused maximum sodium 

current to increase from 351 μA/cm2 to 386 μA/cm2, an increase of 10%.  

The intracellular variation of INa,Max in the poorly coupled cell also changed as oeff 

increased (Figure 4.7C).  At normal values of oeff,  the variation in INa,Max across the cell 

was approximately 33 μA/cm2.  As oeff increased, INa,Max measured at the center of the 

cell increased as noted above; however, INa,Max at the beginning of the cell decreased 

while INa,Max at the end of the cell increased which increased the variation in INa,Max across 

the cell to a maximum of 120 uA/cm2 .  As oeff increased further, the variation in INa,Max 

across the cell gradually decreased to 0 uA/cm2. 
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Note that as shown in Figure 4.7B, the poorly coupled fiber with long cells had 

the lowest initial INa,Max but showed the steepest increase in INa,Max as oeff increased. In 

poorly coupled fibers composed of cells with varying lengths ranging from 50 to 150 μm, 

increasing oeff from 0.5 to 2.5 k -cm did not significantly change the mean INa,Max across 

the fiber (350 μA/cm2 versus 354 μA/cm2 respectively) but increased the standard 

deviation in INa,Max from 9 to 30 μA/cm2, a 3-fold increase.   As oeff was increased further, 

the mean INa,Max increased by as much as 6%, and the standard deviation in INa,Max 

gradually began to decrease.  Short cells showed a delayed response to changes in oeff 

which led to a slight reduction in the average maximum sodium current measured at 

oeff = 25 k -cm in fibers with average cell length of 100 μm (INa,Max =  378.0 μA/cm2) 

compared to fibers in which each cell was exactly 100 μm long (INa,Max = 386.0 μA/cm2). 

 

Figure 4.7:  Variation in maximum sodium current as a function of oeff. 
Shown in (A) well-coupled and (B) poorly-coupled fibers composed of cells of different 
lengths L.   (C) Profile of maximum sodium current within a single poorly coupled cell 
with L=100 μm as a function of oeff. 
 

 

Safety Factor  

The safety factor for conduction is determined by a number of factors including 

the membrane excitability and gap junction coupling(98).  Simulations were performed 

to determine how other structural parameters such as oeff and cell length influence 
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safety factor.  In the well-coupled fiber, SF increased twofold from 1.61 to 4.55 as oeff 

increased from 0 to 10 k -cm.  In the poorly coupled fiber, SF increased from 2.92 to 4.52 

as the oeff increased from 0.50 to 10 k -cm. Figures 4.8A and 4.8B show safety factor as a 

function of oeff for well-coupled and poorly coupled fibers.    

 

 

Figure 4.8: Safety Factor (SF) measured in a 1-D fiber as a function of oeff. 
Shown in (A) well-coupled fibers and (B) poorly coupled fibers. (C) Safety Factor 
measured as a function of both gap junction coupling and oeff. 
 

Figure 4.8C is an alternate view of SF as a function of gap junction conductivity (gj) for 

oeff = 0, 0.5, 2.5 and 10 k -cm.  Similar to studies by Shaw and Rudy which investigated 

safety factor in the oeff = 0 case, we found that that safety factor displayed biphasic 

behavior as gj decreased.  Increasing oeff caused an upward shift and a flattening of the 

SF versus gj curve for all levels of coupling greater than 0.0013 μC (300 -cm2).   The 

effect of oeff on SF was greatest in well-coupled cells; increasing oeff did not influence 

safety factor in fibers with gap junction conductivities less than 0.0013 μS (Rg greater 

than 300 -cm2) and did not prevent conduction block at gj=0.0061 μS (Rg = 621 -cm2).   

Corresponding simulations performed in fibers composed of long cells and short 

cells showed that fibers with long cells had a much a higher safety factor than fibers 

with short cells.  As shown in Figures 4.8A and 4.8B, the difference in safety factor 

between long cells and short cells increased as oeff increased.  
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1-D Heterogeneous Fiber  

Several studies have shown that conduction can slow and eventually fail due to 

loading mismatches when a wavefront conducts from a poorly-coupled region to a well-

coupled region (118). Simulations were performed to investigate whether increasing oeff 

could also influence the conditions for conduction block in a fiber with macroscopic 

heterogeneities in coupling. When oeff was set to a normal value of 0.5 k -cm 

throughout the fiber, a long conduction delay and eventually conduction block occurred 

at the transition from the poorly-coupled region to the well-coupled region.   As shown 

in Figures 4.9A and C, a transition delay occurred when gap junction resistivity of the 

first half of the fiber, Rg(PC),  was increased from 1.5 -cm2 to 60 -cm2, and conduction 

block occurred when Rg(PC) was further increased to 70 -cm2.  Wang and Rudy 

obtained a similar result in an earlier modeling study in which they used a traditional 

monodomain model to look at the effect of inhomogeneous coupling on action potential 

propagation(118). 

When oeff of the fiber with Rg(PC) =60 -cm2 was increased from 0.50 to 2.5 k -

cm as shown in Figures 8A and 8B, the conduction delay at the transition decreased 

from 1.4 ms to 0.10 ms.  When oeff of the poorly-coupled  fiber with Rg(PC) =70 -cm2 

was increased from 0.50 to 2.5 k -cm as shown in Figures 4.9C and 4.9D, conduction 

was restored along the fiber.  The improvement in conduction is due in large part to the 

increase in the sodium current at the transition boundary as oeff was increased (Figure 

4.10A and 4.10C).   
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Figure 4.9:  Conduction along inhomogeneous fibers with different combinations of Rg 
and oeff.  
Top:  (A) Conduction delay when Rg(PC) in the first half of the fiber was increased from to 
1.5 to 60 -cm.  (B) Reduced conduction delay when oeff was also increased from 0.50 to 
2.5 k -cm. Bottom:  (C) Conduction block when Rg(PC) was increased from to 1.5 to 70 -
cm. (D) Restored conduction when oeff was also increased from 0.50 to 2.5 k -cm. The 
numbers shown indicate the cell number. 

 

While it has been shown that increases in load caused by heterogeneous coupling 

can lead to increased dispersion of repolarization at the boundary between the poorly 

coupled and well-coupled regions(100, 113), increasing oeff reduces the loading current 

during repolarization, thus reducing the dispersion of repolarization at the boundary 

between the poorly coupled and well-coupled region (Figure 4.10B and 4.10D). 
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Figure 4.10: Membrane Current measured at Cell 29 in the inhomogeneous fiber with 
Rg(PC)=60 -cm during (A) depolarization and (B) repolarization.  (C) Maximum Sodium 
Current and (D) Action Potential Duration measured along the inhomogeneous fiber.  
Solid Lines: oeff = 0.5 k -cm, Dashed Lines: oeff = 2.5 k -cm. 
 

 

Premature Stimulation in a 1-D Heterogeneous Fiber 

In this set of simulations, we looked at the effect of increased oeff on the escape of 

a single S1 action potential as well as a second S2 action potential from a poorly coupled 

region of tissue.  In order to create a baseline for comparison, we first investigated the 

effect of the S1-S2 coupling interval on the conduction delay in a heterogeneous fiber 

with Rg(WC)=1.5 -cm2, Rg(PC)= 1.5-63 -cm2 , and oeff = 0.5 k -cm.  As expected, we 

observed that the conduction delay at the transition between the poorly coupled and 

well-coupled region became more pronounced as the gap junction resistivity of the 

poorly coupled region was increased.  Conduction block occurred when Rg(PC)=64 -
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cm2.   We also observed that there was a local dispersion of repolarization at the 

boundary between the poorly coupled and well-coupled region. The APD profile for the 

case of Rg=63 -cm2 is shown in Figure 4.11.  The smaller peak at cell 51 is a response to 

the stimulus given within the cell.  Steinhaus et. al have previously reported a similar 

effect of heterogeneous coupling on action potential duration(113). At the onset of block, 

the dispersion of repolarization at the boundary increased even further because the 

additional load from the well-coupled region drained current from the border cells 

during the plateau phase thus causing them to repolarize faster. 

 

 Figure 4.11:  Action Potential Dispersion along the inhomogeneous fiber when 
Rg(PC)=63 -cm2. 

 

Even for the nominal case with oeff = 0.5 k -cm and Rg(PC)=60 -cm2, the 

combination of increased conduction delay and increased dispersion of repolarization 

(both of which were caused by structural heterogeneity alone) led to interesting results 

as the coupling interval between the S1 and S2 was decreased.    As shown by the solid 

lines in Figure 4.12, intermediate decreases in the coupling interval led to a decrease in 
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the conduction delay measured between the poorly coupled and well-coupled regions of 

the fiber.  In the case of the fiber with Rg=70 -cm2, intermediate reductions in the 

coupling interval restored conduction along the fiber.  At very short coupling intervals 

(<250 ms), the conduction delay measured at the transition zone increased sharply from 

the minimum value.  

Increasing oeff also reduced conduction delay and facilitated the escape of 

premature beats.  In the fiber with Rg=60 -cm2, increasing the oeff of the central zone 

from 0.5 to 2.5 k -cm reduced the delay at the transition between the well-coupled and 

poorly-coupled region in a coupling-dependent manner.  As shown in Figure 4.12, the 

greatest decreases in delay occurred at very long (3500 ms) and very short (210 ms) 

coupling intervals, which showed decreases of 74% and 65% respectively.  At 

intermediate coupling intervals (300-500 ms), the delay decreased by 57%.   As shown in 

Figure 4.13B, increasing interstitial resistivity also reduced the APD dispersion at the 

boundary between the well-coupled and poorly coupled region from 6.5 mV to 2 mV. 

In the fiber with Rg(PC) set to 70 -cm2, increasing the effective interstitial 

resistivity to 2.5 k -cm enabled action potentials generated at long intervals to escape 

from the poorly-coupled region. Increasing oeff also reduced the conduction delay for 

action potentials generated at intermediate and short coupling intervals by 58% and 28% 

respectively.  Conduction block occurred at the transition zone when the coupling 

interval was reduced to 200 ms.  Conduction block is indicated in Figure 4.13 with a star. 
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Figure 4.12: The conduction delay measured at the boundary between the poorly 
coupled and well-coupled region as a function of the coupling interval.  
Dashed lines: poeff = 0.5 k -cm, Solid lines:  poeff=2.5 k -cm.  

 

4.4 Discussion 

Previous studies on the effect of cardiac structure on propagation have focused 

primarily on either the effect of poor coupling or on the effect of a restricted extracellular 

space (91, 98).   This study suggests that the combination of poor coupling and increased 

effective interstitial resistivity (caused by changes in interstitial volume or inherent 

material properties) may lead to paradoxical loading effects that enable slower, more 

continuous propagation at both the microscale and macroscale levels.  

 

In the poorly-coupled fiber, the large value of the gap junction resistance 

combined with source-load mismatch between the intracellular and the gap junction 

regions leads to large conduction delays between cells; to a certain extent, however, the 

large value of the gap junction resistance also helps to isolate the cells and protect them 
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from the loading effects of neighboring cells. Increases in oeff increase the ratio of 

intracellular to gap junction resistivity which initially increases loading effects but also 

reduces the additional charging delay caused by the mismatch between the gap junction 

resistance and the intracellular resistance.  Long, poorly coupled cells experience greater 

loading effects at the cell boundaries than short cells because the gap junction has a 

lower relative contribution to the overall resistance of the cell and does not compensate 

for the source-load mismatch at the boundaries of the cell(40, 104).   

This microscale changes in source-load mismatch caused by increased oeff also 

affect macroscale measurements of conduction velocity, maximum upstroke velocity, 

maximum sodium current, and safety factor in poorly coupled tissue. 

 

Conduction Velocity 

As expected based on previous studies of the effect of a restricted extracellular 

space, this study showed that increasing the effective interstitial resistivity in well-

coupled tissue slows the conduction velocity of the fiber(40, 92, 104).  In the poorly 

coupled case, the interplay between the two factors influencing conduction velocity 

(overall increase in axial resistivity and reduced variations in spatial loading) led to 

paradoxical effects at the macroscale such as sustained or increased conduction velocity. 

This flattening of conduction velocity in response to increased extracellular resistivity is 

consistent with the findings of Cabo and Boyden(12).  Because longer cells experience 

increased loading effects compared to shorter cells, they also have the most pronounced 

response to decreases in source-load mismatch as oeff increases.  This suggests that 

increased oeff in anisotropic, multi-dimensional models may preferentially affect 

longitudinal rather than transverse conduction because the length of cells is much larger 

than the width.    It is also important to note that as oeff in the poorly coupled fiber 
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increases, neither continuous models with very small discretization lengths nor a 

continuous model with a discretization length equal to the length of a single cell 

accurately capture the behavior of the fiber.  

 

Maximum upstroke velocity and Maximum sodium current 

As oeff increased, the maximum upstroke velocity measured at the center of the 

cell decreased while the available sodium current increased.   This is in contrast to 

previous studies by Shaw and Rudy that have shown a biphasic increase in Vmax and a 

decrease in available sodium current as the axial resistivity of fiber increases(98).    

 In the study by Shaw and Rudy, the axial resistivity is increased by increasing 

the gap junction resistivity and the fiber is modeled by lumping the intracellular and the 

gap junction resistivity into a single element with a x=100 μm (the length of a single 

cell)(98).    The increase in Vmax was attributed to increased intracellular confinement of 

sodium current (decreased load) due to the large gap junction resistivity between 

adjacent cells (IC/GJ ratio <1).  This confinement of sodium current also reduces the 

variation of maximum upstroke velocity across the cell.  The decrease in sodium current 

observed in the Shaw and Rudy study as gap junction resistivity increased was 

attributed to dynamic inactivation of sodium channels during the long cell-to-cell delay. 

   In our study, the intracellular and gap junction resistivity are separated into 

discrete elements, and the axial resistivity is increased not only by increasing the gap 

junction resistivity but also by increasing oeff in both the intracellular and gap junction 

regions of the cell.  The increase in oeff increases the ratio of the intracellular resistivity 

to gap junction resistivity, which increases the load from adjacent cells and the variation 

in maximum upstroke velocity and maximum sodium current at the boundaries of each 

cell.  Because the center of the cell is more isolated from the changes in load at the 
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boundaries of the cell, both the measured value and the variation of maximum upstroke 

velocity measured in the center of the cells decreases as oeff increases.    

In fibers with large oeff, where the interstitial space is the dominant source of 

resistance in both the intracellular region and the gap region, the variation in maximum 

upstroke velocity and maximum sodium current across the cell becomes very small and 

approaches that observed in a highly-discretized continuous fiber.  Uniform, highly-

discretized continuous fibers do not show any spatial changes in maximum upstroke 

velocity or sodium current as the axial resistance changes (98).   In an actual cardiac 

fiber, other factors that limit the amount of sodium channels in a given region may 

contribute to sodium channel inactivation as oeff increases(62). 

 

Increased safety factor 

As oeff increased, safety factor also increased (for Rg < 120 -cm2) while 

maximum upstroke velocity decreased.  This is contrast to the case of the discrete fiber, 

where increased axial resistivity is associated with increased safety factor and increased 

maximum upstroke velocity(98).    This increase in SF is primarily due to the increase in 

maximum sodium current and the increase in current flowing into the cell from 

neighboring cells.  For gap junction resistivities greater than 120 -cm2, increased oeff 

can no longer completely offset the sodium inactivation caused by slow cell-to-cell 

propagation, and, consequently, safety factor decreases. 

Just as microscale variations in the intracellular and gap junction resistivity 

increase the likelihood of slow conduction and conduction block, mismatches in loading 

between well-coupled and poorly-coupled regions of tissue at the macroscale also 

contribute to slow conduction and conduction block in cardiac tissue. As shown in 

Figures 4.9 and 4.10, increasing oeff in poorly coupled regions of tissue homogenizes 
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variations caused by structural heterogeneity, reduces loading effects, and helps to delay 

the onset of conduction block.  In diseased tissue characterized by reduced or abnormal 

membrane excitability, regional increases in oeff may also enable abnormal beats that are 

confined to a small, poorly-coupled region of tissue to escape and activate the 

surrounding tissue.   

 

The Effect of Increased oeff during Premature Stimulation 

The results of premature stimulation in the heterogenerous fiber suggest the 

presence of two different mechanisms that restore conduction at the transition between 

the poorly-coupled and well-coupled region. In the first mechanism, the interaction 

between the premature stimulus and the dispersion of repolarization reduces the 

difference in sodium current at the boundary between the well-coupled and poorly-

coupled region and causes a curvature of INa,max in the poorly-coupled region that can be 

observed in Figure 4.13A. This method of reducing loading is most effective at 

intermediate coupling intervals as evidenced by the gradual drop in the conduction 

delay for the fibers with poeff=0.5 k -cm (Figure 4.12).  In the second mechanism, the 

increase in effective interstitial resistivity increases the available sodium current and 

reduces microscopic loading effects along the fiber.  This reduces both the conduction 

delay and the dispersion of repolarization at the boundary between the well-coupled 

and poorly coupled region.  Increased interstitial resistivity has the greatest effect at long 

and short coupling intervals where the APD dispersion at the boundary is less effective 

at reducing loading. Although these two mechanisms have competing modes of action 

(one mechanism decreases the total amount of available INa,max while the other increases 

the total amount of available INa,max), they both reduce loading at intermediate coupling 
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levels which in turn increases the likelihood that a premature beat will escape from a 

poorly coupled region into surrounding well-coupled regions.  

 

Figure 4.13:  The maximum sodium current density (A,B) and the APD profile (C,D) in response 
to two consecutive stimuli (S1,S2), given in the poorly coupled region of an inhomogeneous fiber.     
Solid lines:  oeff=0.5 k -cm.  Dashed lines: oeff = 2.5 k -cm. 
 

The results presented here are in agreement with other studies that have looked 

at the effect of heterogeneous coupling on conduction delay and APD dispersion; 

however, this study adds a new component in that it shows how heterogeneities in both 

the intracellular and interstitial space influence conduction delay and APD dispersion at 

the microstructural level even in the absence of ionic heterogeneity(100, 113).  Similar to 

microstructural studies of conduction disturbances in atria done by Spach et al.,  this 

study suggests that variations in sodium current caused by both ionic and structural 

microheterogeneity may play a major role in the development of conduction 

abnormalities  in cardiac tissue(108).  
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Although the 1-D model used in this study is a very simple and does not fully 

capture the complexity of propagation in the heart, it is nevertheless useful for 

understanding basic mechanisms of propagation and conduction failure.  In subsequent 

chapters we will investigate how the delicate interplay between low intercellular 

coupling, dispersion of repolarization, and increased interstitial resistance at the 

microscale level influences complex activation patterns in the presence of a small rapidly 

firing focal source.
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5. Intracellular Microheterogeneity in a Monolayer of 
Cardiac Myocytes 

5.1 Introduction 

Over the past few decades, experimental and modeling studies have established 

that electrical propagation in cardiac tissue is strongly influenced not only by ionic 

properties but also by myocardial architecture.   As a result, an increasing number of 

new experimental therapies for cardiac disease have focused on restoring normal 

cardiac structure and function by implanting tissue constructs with controlled 

architecture or by administering drugs that target intercellular coupling(20, 22, 37).  In 

order to gain a better understanding of the effect of myocardial architecture on impulse 

propagation in normal and diseased hearts, researchers have developed computer 

models of varying complexity that give a more realistic representation of cardiac 

structure.  

One of the earliest developments in realistic modeling of cardiac structure was 

the shift from a continuous view that represents cardiac tissue as a fully connected 

medium to a discontinuous view that represents cardiac tissue as groups of cells that are 

only interconnected through low resistance pathways(109).  Comparisons of one-

dimensional (1-D) and two-dimensional (2-D) continuous and discontinuous model 

have shown that for high gap junction resistances, the discontinuous fibers and tissues 

behave very different than the continuous fiber(40, 98, 109). More recent, two-

dimensional model of cardiac tissue which incorporate features of myocardial 

architecture such as variable cell shapes, overlap between cells, and jutting at cell 

borders have shown that variations in cardiac structure influence conduction properties 

in healthy tissue and may have a much stronger influence on ionic processes in tissues 

with low, heterogeneous cellular connectivity(104, 105). 
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Although a number of detailed computer models of myocardial architecture 

have been proposed, there has been no systematic comparison of these representations 

using a common framework.  Consequently, questions remain about how various 

features of the architecture contribute to impulse propagation and, more importantly, 

how changes in the shape and interconnection of cells lead to conduction block and 

arrhythmia.  This study investigates the role of four components of myocardial 

architecture, namely, brick wall tissue structure, jutting at cell ends, gap junction 

distribution and conductance along cell borders, and structural discontinuities 

(intercellular clefts), on longitudinal and transverse conduction velocity and action 

potential morphology.  

5.2 Methods 

5.2.1 Tissue Structure 

As described in the methods chapter, we constructed three subgroups of two-

dimensional (2-D) models that represent cardiac tissue as groups of myocytes 

interconnected through discrete gap junction resistances.  All of the tissue models are 

shown in Figure 3.1A-H. 

In summary, the first subgroup consists of tissue models with varying degrees of 

overlap between cells in neighboring rows: the uniform (UN) model (Fig 3.1A), the brick 

wall  (BW) model (Fig 3.1B), and the random brick wall  (RBW) model (Fig 3.1C).  

The second subgroup consists of tissue models with jutting at the cell ends: The 

uniform model with jutting (UNJ) (Fig 3.1D) and the random brick wall model with 

jutting (RBWJ) (Fig 3.1E).  

The third subgroup consists of tissue models with randomly shaped cells and 

varying degrees of transverse coupling: the random (RAND) model with normal 

structural discreteness (Fig 3.1F), the random model with 50% of transverse connection 
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between lateral borders removed (RANDwSD50) (Fig 3.1G), and the random model 

(RANDwSD100) (Fig 3.1H) with 100% of the cell=cell lateral borders removed.  In the 

case of the RANDwSD50, the length of the intercellular clefts ranges from the length of 

one half of a cell (~77 μm) to the length of three cells (~432 μm).  

The uniform and brick wall tissue models (UN, UNJ, BW, RBW, RBWJ) were 

0.1728 cm x 0.1728 cm, contained 46,656 nodes and approximately 864 myocytes. The 

random models (RAND, RANDwSD) were 0.72 cm x 0.72 cm, contained 810,000 nodes, 

and approximately 15,000 myocytes. 

 

5.2.2 Myocyte Representation 

 

Each myocyte is divided into elements with length and width of 8 μm.  Similar to 

the method of Spach et al., the membrane is represented as two parallel surfaces 

separated by an intracellular space with a depth of 11.3 μm(105).   The nominal surface 

area is 128 μm2 and was increased to 242 μm2 to account for the irregular surface of the 

cell membrane.  The average cell volume was 39,053 μm3, the average cell length was 144 

μm and the average cell width was 24 μm. The myocyte shapes were generated 

randomly and are only an approximation of cell shapes that may occur in ventricular 

cardiac tissue. 

 

5.2.3 Gap Junction Distribution 

 

The discrete gap junctions connecting myocytes together were distributed in 

patterns observed experimentally in neonatal and adult cardiac tissue (24, 105, 106). In 

the neonatal gap junction configuration, punctuate gap junctions were spaced every 8 
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μm, and the cells were 100% coupled together at the ends of cells (end-to-end) and along 

the lateral sides of cells (side-to-side). In the adult gap junction configuration shown in 

Figure 5.1A, the cells were coupled end-to-end by plicate gap junctions in the 

longitudinal direction and by interplicate gap junctions in the transverse direction.  This 

end-to-end region between myocytes is defined as the intercalated disk.  The cells were 

randomly coupled along 15% of the side-to-side borders by combined plicate junctions.  

In this study, we also distinguish between end-to-end interplicates, which are located 

inside the intercalated disk, and side-to-side interplicates, which are located at the edge 

of the intercalated disk. The range of individual values of gap junction conductance used 

in this study (gj: 0.01 – 1 μS) was consistent with values measured experimentally and 

with values used in other cellular models of cardiac tissue(106). 

Histological and microscopy studies of healthy myocardium indicate that the 

interplicate regions of myocytes contain a larger percentage of gap junctional area, 

(~80%) and consequently have a larger conductance than the plicate regions(34, 48, 101).  

In most of the simulations this study, we assume that all gap junctions have the same 

conductance values; however, we also run a series of simulations in the RAND and RBW 

tissue structures to determine how the removal of different types of gap junctions (gj = 0) 

affects propagation.  The RANDwSD model (see Fig. 1G and 1H) is essentially a special 

case in which we remove a certain percentage of side-to-side interplicate gap junctions 

in order to simulate different levels of structural discontinuity that occur in cardiac 

disease.  All results from these simulations were compared to a nominal case that had an 

adult gap distribution with all conductances set equal to 0.154 μS. 
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Figure 5.1:  A segmented myocyte shown with (A) an adult gap 
junction distribution and a (B) neonatal gap junction distribution. 

 

5.2.4 Membrane Properties 

The membrane ionic currents (Iion) were represented using LR1 dynamics(75), 

with modified calcium (d,f) kinetics.  The sodium current, and consequently the action 

potential upstroke, was unchanged in the modified version.  The maximum upstroke 

velocity in a membrane patch for both the original and modified models was 420 V/s.  

 

5.2.5 Computational Details 

Simulations were performed in each tissue structure (UN, UNJ, BW, RBW, RBWJ, 

RAND) for both neonatal and adult gap junction distributions for three different gap 

junction conductances: 0.01, 0.10, and 1 μS.  Longitudinal and transverse plane waves 

were generated by stimulating the cells along the left border or the top border of the 

sheet with a set of intracellular current pulses.  In addition, a point stimulus was 

- Plicate

- Combined Plicate

- Plicate

- Punctuate Gap Junction

A.

B.
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generated in the RAND and RANDwSD models by applying intracellular current pulses 

to 110 nodes in a square region in the center of the sheet.  All stimuli were 2 ms in 

duration and approximately 1.5-2 times threshold intensity. 

Longitudinal upstroke velocities were calculated using membrane nodes along a 

line parallel to the longitudinal axis of the 2D sheet.  Transverse upstroke velocities were 

calculated using membrane nodes along a line parallel to the transverse axis of the 2D 

sheet. Measurements in the 0.1728 cm x 0.1728 cm model were taken from points within 

the center of the tissue to minimize boundary effects and the effect of stimulus artifact. 

Conduction velocities in the random models were calculated from two membrane nodes 

that were 0.36 cm apart and at least 0.18 cm from the borders of the sheet. 

This study uses a monodomain approximation that assumes that the 

conductivity of the extracellular medium is infinite.  The time step was kept constant at 2 

μs, and output data was recorded every 10 μs.  

 

5.3 Results 

5.3.1 Effect of brick wall tissue structure 

Simulations were performed using the first subgroup of tissue models (UN, BW, 

RBW) to explore how the overlap of cells affects propagation.  Table 5.1 summarizes the 

longitudinal and transverse conduction velocities and maximum upstroke velocities for 

UN, BW, and RBW tissue structures with gap junction conductances (gj = 0.01, 0.1, 1 μS) 

in both neonatal and adult gap junction distributions. 

 

Neonatal Gap Distribution 

When compared to the neonatal UN tissue model, the neonatal BW models show 

increased longitudinal conduction velocity and no significant change in transverse 
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conduction velocity.  When gap junction conductance is large (gj = 1 μS), the UN, BW, 

and RBW tissue models show little difference in either longitudinal or transverse 

conduction velocity. 

The action potentials in the neonatal UN tissue models have larger maximum 

upstroke velocities for longitudinal propagation than for transverse propagation. In 

contrast, the action potentials in the neonatal BW and RBW tissue structures have 

maximum upstroke velocities that are higher in the transverse direction than in the 

longitudinal direction. As gap junction conductance increases, the difference between 

longitudinal and transverse maximum upstroke velocities decreases for all tissue 

structures. 

Comparing the results from the first subgroup with the more realistic RAND 

model in the third subgroup shows that at low gap junction conductances (gj  0.1 μS), 

the action potentials in the RAND model have a lower longitudinal conduction velocity 

than the brick wall models (BW, RBW), but much higher than the UN model and have 

transverse conduction velocities that are slightly higher than in both the UN and BW 

models.  The longitudinal maximum upstroke velocities are slightly higher than those in 

the BW case but lower than the UN case.  The transverse maximum upstroke velocity is 

approximately the same in all of the models.  At high gap junction conductances (gj = 1 

μS), however, the RAND case is comparable to the brick wall cases. 

Adult Gap Distribution 

When the gap junction distribution is switched from neonatal to adult, the 

longitudinal conduction velocity of the UN tissue model remains the same.  The 

longitudinal conduction velocities in the BW and RBW tissue models decrease but are 

still larger than that observed in the UN tissue model.  As expected, the reduced 

transverse coupling between cells slows transverse conduction velocities for all tissue 
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structures by as much as 70%.  The BW and RBW tissue models have slightly higher 

transverse conduction velocities compared to the UN model. 

When gap junction conductance is low, tissue structures with adult gap 

distributions have larger transverse maximum upstrokes than tissue structures with 

neonatal gap distributions. The BW and RBW models also have larger longitudinal 

maximum upstroke velocities.  The largest differences between longitudinal and 

transverse maximum upstroke velocities occur in brick wall tissue models with mid-

range gap junction conductances (gj = 0.1 μS). 

A comparison between the UN, BW, and RBW models and the RAND model 

shows that the RAND models have longitudinal conduction velocities that are slightly 

higher than both the UN and RAND tissue structures and longitudinal maximum 

upstroke velocities that are lower than the UN and brick wall models.  As the gap 

junction conductance increases, the difference between the RAND and RBW 

longitudinal maximum upstrokes becomes almost negligible.   The RAND tissue models 

have transverse conduction velocities that are 20-30% larger than observed in the UN, 

BW, and RBW models.  At low gap junction conductances, the RAND models also have 

lower transverse maximum upstrokes than the UN, BW, and RBW models.  Similarly to 

the brick wall models, the largest differences between the RAND longitudinal and 

transverse maximum upstroke velocities occur for mid-range gap junction conductances 

(gj = 0.1 μS). 
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Table 5.1: Longitudinal and transverse conduction velocities (L/T) and maximum 
upstroke velocities (L/T) measured over a range of gap junction conductances (gj) in 
tissues with various cell arrangements.  
The bold entries are conduction velocities (cm/s) and all other entries are maximum 
upstroke velocities (V/s). 

Neonatal Gap Junction Distribution 

 gj = 0.01 μS gj = 0.1 μS gj = 1 μS 

  UN 7.0/5.1 
377/354 

35.9/17.9 
322/259 

66.5/46.1 
253/242 

BW 18.2/5.1 
343/354 

49.6/17.9 
253/258 

67.7/46.1 
241/242 

RBW 17.5/5.1 
338/354 

49.1/17.9 
245/259 

67.7/46.1 
241/242 

UNJ 14.8/5.0 
374/351 

49.1/17.6 
273/258 

69.1/45.7 
244/244 

RBWJ 20.0/5.0 
332/354 

53.0/17.7 
242/259 

70.2/45.5 
244/243 

RAND 16.2/5.4 
357/350 

47.5/19.2 
257/262 

68.0/47.4 
243/243 

Adult Gap Junction Distribution 

 gj = 0.01 μS gj = 0.1 μS gj = 1 μS 

UN 7.0/1.6 
378/370 

36.0/7.8 
322/310 

66.0/21.5 
246/234 

BW 11.4/2.2 
372/371 

43.0/9.7 
272/296 

67.5/26.6 
245/240 

RBW 11.4/2.1 
372/375 

43.7/9.7 
264/292 

67.5/26.6 
244/240 

UNJ 14.8/2.1 
374/367 

49.1/9.2 
273/270 

69.7/25.4 
245/232 

RBWJ 15.1/2.2 
363/373 

48.3/9.7 
253/290 

69.1/25.6 
244/240 

RAND 13.7/3.5 
359/363 

44.3/13.6 
265/280 

67.5/33.7 
242/247 
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5.3.2 Effect of jutting at cell borders 

Because the more realistic RAND model includes jutting at the end that is not 

seen in the more idealized models (UN, BW, RBW), simulations were performed in the 

second subgroup of tissue models (UNJ, RBWJ) in order to investigate the role of the 

stairstep interface. Table 5.1 also summarizes the longitudinal and transverse conduction 

velocities and maximum upstrokes for the UNJ, RBWJ tissue structures with gap 

junction conductances (gj = 0.01, 0.1, 1 μS) in both neonatal and adult gap junction 

distributions. 

The results show that tissue structures with jutting at cell ends (UNJ, RBWJ) have 

larger longitudinal conduction velocities than tissue structures without jutting (UN, 

RBW).  The most significant increases occur in UNJ tissue models and in RBWJ tissue 

structures with reduced transverse coupling.  In RBWJ models with adult gap 

distributions, jutting also slightly decreases longitudinal maximum upstroke. 

To better analyze the effect of the coupling in and near the jutting region of the 

cell, the gap conductance was increased to a nominally normal value (i.e., gj = 0.154  μS) 

to obtain more realistic propagation. Table 5.2 shows longitudinal and transverse 

conduction velocities and maximum upstrokes for the nominal case for the UN, RBWJ, 

and RAND tissue structures. The simulations showed that conduction velocity and 

waveshape were both affected when junctions were removed in the intercalated disc 

region.   

Longitudinal conduction velocity in the RBWJ and RAND models decreases 

when plicate, end-to-end interplicate, or side-to-side interplicate gap junctions are 

removed from the tissue. When the plicate junction is removed from the UN tissue 

structure, longitudinal propagation blocks completely. Longitudinal propagation in 

brick wall structures, however, does not block when the plicate junction is removed, 
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since the interplicate junctions maintain coupling.  Longitudinal maximum upstroke 

velocity increases in the RBWJ and RAND models when combined plicates, plicates, and 

side-to-side interplicates are removed.  The most significant increases in longitudinal 

maximum upstroke velocities occur in the RBWJ and RAND models when both end-to-

end and side-to-side interplicates are removed from the tissue.  Longitudinal maximum 

upstroke jumps from 246 to 274 V/s in the RBWJ case and from 254 to 284 V/s in the 

RAND case.  

Transverse conduction velocity in the UN, RBWJ, and RAND models decreases 

anywhere from 20-40% when the combined plicate is removed and approximately 40-

50% when the side-to-side interplicates are removed.  In the UN model, transverse 

conduction velocity decreases 5% when the plicate gap junction is removed. Transverse 

maximum upstroke velocity increases most significantly when side-to-side interplicate 

junctions are removed from the tissue. Transverse maximum upstroke velocity jumps 

from 277 to 326 V/s in the RBWJ case and from 267 to 298 V/s in the RAND case. In the 

UN model, transverse maximum upstroke velocity increases when the plicate gap 

junction is removed because there is no longitudinal current flow to adjacent cells.  The 

largest differences between the longitudinal and transverse maximum upstroke 

velocities also occur when the side-to-side interplicate is removed; the RBWJ model has 

a 27% difference between the longitudinal and transverse maximum upstroke velocities 

(257 V/s and 326 V/s respectively).    
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Table 5.2:  Longitudinal (L) and Transverse (T) conduction velocities and maximum 
upstroke velocities for various tissue structures which have adult gap junction 
distribution and gap junctions removed at select locations.   
The bold entries are (L/T) conduction velocities (cm/s) and all other entries are (L/T) 
maximum upstroke velocities (V/s). 

Gap Junction Conductance UN RBWJ RAND 

All gj = 0.154 μS (Nominal Case) 43.0/10.0 
299/273 

53.6/11.8 
246/277 

50.0/16.8 
254/267 

Combined Plicate = 0 43.0/6.4 
299/313 

53.0/9.6 
251/291 

49.7/15.2 
255/272 

Plicate = 0 block/9.6 
block/291 

44.3/12.0 
251/283 

39.6/15.0 
269/275 

End-to-End Interplicate = 0 N/A 48.5/11.9 
246/281 

47.9/16.4 
257/271 

Side-to-Side Interplicate = 0 43.0/6.8 
299/301 

51.4/6.0 
257/326 

43.2/10.2 
271/298 

Both Interplicates = 0 N/A 43.2/6.1 
274/313 

40.4/9.8 
284/304 

 

 

5.3.3 Effect of Lateral Decoupling on CV Ratio 

 

The results in Table 5.2 suggest that the longitudinal conduction velocity is 

affected by the degree of transverse coupling depending on the degree of overlap. 

Simulations were performed in the third subgroup of randomly generated cells to 

investigate how lateral decoupling of cells, often seen in disease, affects propagation.  

Table 5.3 shows longitudinal and transverse conduction velocities and maximum 

upstrokes for the nominal case (gj = 0.154 μS) with normal structural discontinuity and 

for the RANDwSD50 and RANDwSD100 tissue structures with increased structural 

discontinuity.  Results are given for longitudinal and transverse plane wave propagation 

and point propagation. 
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Table 5.3  Longitudinal (L) and Transverse (T) conduction velocities (cm/s) 
and conduction velocity ratios (AR) for plane wave and point propagation 
in adult RAND, RANDwSD50 and RANDwSD100 tissue models. 

Plane Wave Propagation 

 CV AR 

Normal 50.0/16.8 2.9 

RANDwSD50 45.6/10.4 4.5 

RANDwSD100 42.0/7.7 4.5 

Point Stimulus 

 
CV AR 

Normal 44.0/17.0 2.6 
RANDwSD50 41.3/10.4 4.0 
RANDwSD100 36.4/7.7 4.7 
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Figure 5.2:  Activation maps(A,B) and action potentials propagating parallel to the 
longitudinal(C) and transverse (D) axes in response to a point stimulus given in tissues 
with varying levels of structural discontinuity. 
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When the amount of structural discontinuity in the tissue increases to 100%, 

longitudinal conduction velocity decreases from 50.0 cm/s to 42 cm/s, and longitudinal 

maximum upstroke velocity increases from 254 V/s to 278 V/s.  Transverse conduction 

velocity decreases from 16.8 cm/s to 7.7 cm/s, while transverse maximum upstroke 

velocity increases from 267 V/s to 308 V/s. 

Conduction velocity measured along the x (longitudinal) axis of the elliptic 

wavefront was 10-14% slower than longitudinal conduction velocity measured using 

plane wavefronts.   In both cases, the ratio of longitudinal to transverse conduction 

velocities increases as structural discontinuity increases.  The difference between the 

point and plane wave CV ratios, however, increases from 0.3 in the normal case to 0.8 in 

the RANDwSD100 case. Figure 5.2 shows that as the degree of structural discontinuity 

increases, the path of the wavefront becomes more tortuous, the shape of both 

longitudinal and transverse action potentials becomes more irregular, and the cell-to-cell 

activation delays become more pronounced. 

To better illustrate the effects of lateral coupling on longitudinal propagation, a 

simulation was performed on the RBW model in which a single row of the brick wall 

cells was isolated from the rest of the tissue. When transverse current flow was 

eliminated, the longitudinal conduction velocity and maximum upstroke of the isolated 

fiber were identical to the UN case (Table 5.1).  Figure 5.3 shows that fibers that are 

coupled together in a brick wall configuration have shorter cell-to-cell delays than fibers 

that are laterally isolated from neighboring fibers. The gap junction delay in the RBW 

tissue structure was 0.21 ms, while the gap junction delay in the isolated fiber was 0.27 

ms. 
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Figure 5.3:  The effect of lateral decoupling on longitudinal propagation. 
(A) Longitudinal propagation in a brick wall tissue structure that has an isolated row of 
cells in the center.  The white dotted line denotes the position of the isolated row of cells. 
(B) Example of action potentials from two cells in the brick wall portion of the tissue (C) 
Example of action potentials from two cells in the isolated row. 
 

5.4 Discussion 

This study illustrates how the complex myocardial architecture creates pathways 

of current flow that can significantly affect both longitudinal and transverse 

propagation. Table 5.1 shows that under conditions of low coupling, the longitudinal 

propagation in the BW model is much faster than in the UN model. The brick wall 

model used in this paper is structurally different than the parallel cable models used by 

other researchers in previous studies because it allows for current flow between rows of 

cells during longitudinal propagation.  The parallel cable model corresponds more with 

the UN model in this study because they both incorporate interconnected cables (or 

rows of cells) with identical structures and do not allow transverse current flow during 

propagation of longitudinal plane waves(67, 68).  Bursac et al. showed that in a 

monolayer of neonatal rat cells, decreasing lateral coupling by selectively engineering 

gaps between cardiac fibers reduced longitudinal conduction velocity when the 

conduction velocity ratio was greater than 3.5(10). Similarly to other studies, we have 

found that longitudinal propagation is slower for an elliptic wavefront than a plane 

wavefront.  One explanation that has been proposed for this observation is that the 
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increased current load created by the steep curvature of the wavefront slows 

longitudinal conduction velocity(13). In general, the results suggest that conditions that 

reducing transverse coupling will slow longitudinal propagation, independent of 

changes in gap junction conductance. 

As shown in Figure 5.3 the action potentials propagating in the decoupled fiber 

approach that seen in the uniform (UN) structure.  Even when side-to-side connections 

are significantly reduced as in the case of the RANDwSD100 model, the tissue can still 

maintain a transverse conduction velocity of 6-7 cm/s.  This is because the transverse 

wavefront is able to travel longitudinally and 'zig-zag' through the few side-to-side 

interconnections left in the cell.  This 'zig-zag' conduction has been documented 

experimentally in studies of infarcted papillary muscles in the heart(19). 

The simulations also showed that another structural feature that affects 

longitudinal propagation velocity is the jutting at the end of the cells. Jutting helps to (1) 

increase the number of interplicate gap junctions in the intercalated disk region and (2) 

increase overlap between rows of cells.  Both of these factors help to increase 

longitudinal conduction velocity in the adult UNJ model (gj = 0.01 μS) from 36.0 to 49.1 

cm/s and to reduce longitudinal maximum upstroke from 322 to 273 V/s.  The effect on 

transverse conduction is significantly less, increasing slightly or not at all in the UNJ and 

RBWJ structures.  This may in part be due to the limited model of cell jutting we use in 

the UNJ and RBWJ models.  The RAND tissue structure incorporates larger regions of 

jutting not only at the ends of cells but also along the lateral borders of the cell.   The 

jutting along the lateral borders increases the number of side-to-side interplicate gap 

junctions and most likely accounts for the larger transverse conduction velocities in the 

RAND tissue structure. When jutting is added to the UN model, longitudinal 

conduction velocity becomes as large or larger than the longitudinal conduction velocity 
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in the RBWJ tissue model.  A portion of this increase is caused by small amounts of 

overlap at the ends of cells.  When the overlap is removed, the longitudinal conduction 

velocity in the adult UNJ model (gj = 0.1 μS) decreases from 49.1 to 44.3 cm/s, thus 

indicating that even small amounts of overlap between cells can enhance longitudinal 

propagation. 

In the various models studied, both types of interplicate gap junctions are 

important for determining longitudinal conduction velocity and maximum upstroke 

velocities of the action potentials.  This is consistent with our earlier findings as well as 

experimental and modeling findings by Fast and Kleber that transverse current flow 

reduces cell-to-cell delay and thus facilitates longitudinal propagation, and is 

particularly important in poorly-coupled tissue (25). The transverse conduction 

properties are determined primarily by the number and distribution of combined plicate 

gap junctions and side-to-side interplicate junctions.  The end-to-end interplicate gap 

junctions, however, seem to contribute very little to transverse propagation.  This 

indicates that the distribution and orientation of gap junction plaques within 

intercalated disk region may play an important role in determining conduction velocity 

and maximum upstroke velocity. 

One notable discrepancy between the adult RAND model and experimental 

observations in thin sections of adult cardiac tissue is the small difference (~5%) between 

longitudinal and transverse maximum upstroke.  In comparison, experimental studies of 

healthy adult tissue have shown much larger directional differences of approximately 

20-30%, and other microstructural modeling studies by Spach et. al have shown 

directional differences of approximately 12%(109). The simulation results presented here 

indicate that in a monodomain, the directional differences in maximum upstroke 

increase as the conduction velocity ratio increases, and the largest directional differences 
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in maximum upstroke occur in brick wall models with reduced side-to-side connections.  

It is important to note that the RAND tissue structure is only a hypothetical arrangement 

of a monolayer of cardiac cells, and it may be possible to increase directional differences 

in maximum upstroke velocities by increasing the brick wall overlap between cells, 

adjusting gap junction conductances within the intercalated disk, or reducing the 

percentage of side-to-side connections. Other factors have also been shown to affect the 

maximum upstroke.  Henriquez and Plonsey showed that directional differences in 

maximum upstroke could also arise due to transverse loading in the tissue depth in the 

presence of an adjacent bath(41).  Because cultures of adult cells with adult coupling are 

not yet feasible, it is unknown how large the differences might be in a true monolayer of 

cells compared to a tissue slice. 

While the models considered in this study do not fully consider the effects of the 

interstitial space on electrical propagation in cardiac tissue and are perhaps more 

relevant to 2-D cardiac cell cultures, the simulations reveal that features of the 

myocardial architecture such as overlap and jutting help to enhance conduction when 

connectivity between cells is reduced.  Although these features help to maintain impulse 

conduction from cell to cell, they can also enable slow, tortuous conduction that can 

increase susceptibility to cardiac arrhythmias. Future studies with these microstructural 

models will focus on the role that myocardial architecture in healthy and diseased tissue 

plays in determining the dynamics of more complicated patterns of electrical activation 

such as premature excitation and spiral waves. 
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6. The Effect of Tissue Microstructure on the Escape of 
Ectopic Beats 

6.1 Introduction 

Ectopic beats in the heart have been identified as a source of abnormal rhythms 

in both the atria and the ventricles.   A landmark study by Haissaguerre et al. and 

subsequent studies by other researchers found that rapidly firing ectopic sources located 

in the atrial sleeves of the pulmonary veins are a primary driver of atrial fibrillation (AF) 

(52, 125).  Ischemia-induced and reperfusion arrhythmias in the ventricles have also 

been correlated with the presence of ectopic sources as well as increases in interstitial 

resistivity and decreases in gap junction coupling that occur during the early stages of 

ischemia and a heterogeneous increase in gap junction coupling during subsequent 

reperfusion(57).  

A number of research studies have shown that the pathological structural 

changes that occur in diseased cardiac tissue can facilitate both the formation of ectopic 

sources and the maintenance of widespread reentrant circuits.  In particular, 

intracellular heterogeneity caused by local reductions in coupling has been shown to 

reduce the size of the focal source needed to initiate an ectopic beat and to influence the 

rate at which an ectopic focus fires(86, 96, 117, 122). While local reductions in coupling 

facilitate the formation of focal sources, the loading mismatches between the poorly-

coupled and well-coupled areas often increase the likelihood of conduction block, which 

can make it more difficult for premature beats that originate in a poorly-coupled region 

to escape and propagate throughout the heart(118). Surprisingly, in-vivo studies seem to 

indicate that increasing gap junction coupling using novel pharmacological therapies 

such as rotigaptide is marginally effective at suppressing AF in a dogs with congestive 

heart failure and has no effect on the incidence of ventricular arrhythmias caused by 
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ischemia-induced focal activity, raising additional questions about how other factors 

such as pathological changes in the composition and size of the interstitial space of 

diseased atria affect ectopic behavior (99, 126).  The interstitial space located near 

capillaries and veins may decrease in size and contain a disproportionate amount of 

resistive material such as basement membrane and extracellular matrix proteins 

compared to other regions, particularly during early stage ischemia or myocardial 

infarction(30).   In the context of the pulmonary vein, the composition of the fibro-fatty 

plane separating the atrial cells located along the myocardial sleeve from the outer layer 

of the vein and the high elastic content of the fibrotic scarring in the PV may also 

influence the initiation and propagation of focal activity(95, 112).   

In this chapter we use inhomogeneous 1-D and 2-D microstructural computer 

models to investigate how the interstitial space interacts with specific features of 

myocardial architecture such as cell arrangement and fibrosis to influence both the 

initiation of ectopic beats and the escape of ectopic beats from a poorly coupled region of 

tissue into surrounding well-coupled tissue. This study shows that in regions of tissue 

with significant source-load mismatch, variations in cell arrangement and effective 

interstitial resistivity at the size scale of single cells can lead to complex patterns of 

escape and reentry in tissue that would normally experience complete conduction block. 

6.2 Methods 

6.2.1 Ionic Model 

The Luo Rudy dynamic model of guinea pig myocytes described in Chapter 3 

was used to calculate the ionic current for the cells located in healthy regions of tissue 

that did not exhibit ectopic activity(74)  

In all of the 1-D cases and several of the 2-D cases, the spontaneously active 

regions of tissue were modeled using a modified Luo-Rudy dynamic model (also 
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described in Chapter 3) that included a funny current based on the Difrancesco-Noble 

model of human Purkinje cells.  The pacing rate of the spontaneous cell was modulated 

by changing the conductance of the funny current, Gf.  At Gf=0.02 mS/cm2, the 

spontaneous uncoupled cell fired at a pacing rate of 231 ms as shown in Figure 6.1. 

 

Figure 6.1:  Plots of parameters related to the funny current.   
(A) Membrane voltage during spontaneous activation (B) 
Hyperpolarization-activated inward current, If (C) Selected gating 
variables: y, funny current; m and h, sodium current. 
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6.2.2 Structural Model (1-D) 

The effect of intracellular and interstitial structure on the initiation and 

propagation of focal beats was explored using 1-D microstructural models of 2 cm long 

cardiac fibers.  Similarly to the study in Chapter 3, an approximate discrete 

monodomain (ADMD) which lumped the interstitial and intracellular properties into a 

single space while preserving the discrete cellular structure was used to model the 

inhomogeneous 1-D cable.  

As shown in Figure 6.2, heterogeneity was introduced into the intracellular space 

by uniformly increasing the gap junction resistivity, Rg(PC), in a 1 cm center region of 

the fiber.  Heterogeneity was also introduced into the interstitial space by increasing the 

oeff of the center region to a value between 0.5 and 25 k -cm.  In the outer regions of the 

fiber, all properties were set to normal values ( i=150 -cm, Rg=1.5 -cm2, oeff =0.5 k -

cm).  The size of the focal source needed to initiate a propagating action potential was 

measured as a function of Rg and oeff, and the ability of the beat to escape from the 

poorly coupled region to the well-coupled region was also recorded.  

 

 

Figure 6.2:  Representation of a 2 cm inhomogeneous fiber, with a 1 cm poorly coupled 
central region. 

 

Cell 1  Cell 51  Cell 52 Cell 150 Cell 151 Cell 200Cell 50 Cell 149

Rg(PC)=1.5-100 Ω−cm
ρoeff =0.1-5 kΩ-cm

Rg(WC)=1.5 Ω−cm
ρoeff =0.5 kΩ-cm

Rg(WC)=1.5 Ω−cm
ρoeff =0.5 kΩ-cm
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6.2.3 Randomly Generated Structural Model (2-D) 

Similar to the 1-D case, the ADMD model was used to model the 2-D tissue 

structure.  In the 2-D microstructural models, each myocyte was represented as a 

random stairstep unit with irregular jutting at the cell borders.  The randomly generated 

meshes were 1 cm x 1 cm, and the average cell length and width were 100 μm and 30 μm 

respectively.  Each myocyte was subdivided into elements with length and width of 10 

μm.  The discrete gap junctions connecting myocytes together were distributed in 

patterns observed adult cardiac tissue.  In the more well-coupled tissue, longitudinal 

and transverse gap junctions were set equal to gj=0.10 μS.  A more detailed description 

of the two-dimensional structure is given in Chapters 3 and 4.  

A 0.4 cm x 0.4 cm heterogeneous region in the center of the randomly generated 

ADMD model tissue was created by increasing all of the longitudinal and transverse gap 

junction conductivities, Rg(PC), to a single value between gj=0.1 and 0.002 μS and 

increasing the oeff of the center region to a single value between 0.5 and 2.5 k -cm.  In 

the outer regions of the fiber, all properties were set to normal values ( i=150 -cm, 

Rg=1.5 -cm2, oeff =0.5 k -cm).  A schematic of this tissue is shown in Figure 6.3a.  

Fibrosis was introduced into both the center region and the surrounding tissue by 

randomly decoupling 40% of the lateral borders.  To determine the sensitivity of the 

results to tissue parameters, several tissue models representing different realizations of 

the same microstructure statistics (cell shape, size, coupling, fibrosis etc.) were created.   

6.2.4 Basic Structure Models (2-D) 

Four inhomogeneous microstructural models (0.6cm x 0.6cm) that focused a 

specific component of cardiac architecture were created to investigate the effect of 

effective interstitial resistivity on regions of tissue with significant source-load 

mismatch. The first two tissue types were the uniform (UN) and brick wall (BW) 
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microstructural models described in Chapter 3.  The second two tissue types were a 

brick wall model (BWLong) composed of cells with increased length, L=150 μm, and a 

brick wall model (BWWide) composed of cells with increased width, W=40 μm.   All four 

tissue types were compared with a corresponding 0.6 cm x 0.6 cm RAND model.  Gap 

junctions were distributed evenly around each cell. 

To look at the effect of inhomogeneity on longitudinal propagation, all of the 

longitudinal and transverse gap junction conductivities, gj(PC) , in the left half of the 

tissue were decreased to 0.01 μS,  and the oeff of the tissue was increased to a value 

between 0.5 and 2.5 k -cm.  Gap junction conductivities in the right-hand side of the 

tissue were set to normal values: gj(WC)= 0.10 μS, and oeff  = 0.5 k -cm.  In the case of 

transverse propagation, all of the longitudinal and transverse gap junction 

conductivities, gj(PC) , in the bottom half of the tissue were increased to 0.01 μS,  and the 

oeff  of that region of tissue was also increased to a value between 0.5 and 2.5 k -cm.  

Gap junction conductivities in the top half of the tissue were set to higher values of 

gj(WC)= 0.10 μS . 

A schematic of the pattern of inhomogeneity used in the basic structure meshes 

is shown in Figures 6.3b and 6.3c.  The dots indicate the cells at the transition boundary. 
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Figure 6.3:  Representations of the inhomogeneous tissues with the poorly coupled 
region shown in gray and fibrotic strands shown in red. (A) Centralized inhomogeneous 
region used in the RAND model. (B) Basic inhomogeneous RAND mesh used to study 
longitudinal propagation (C) Basic inhomogeneous RAND mesh used to study 
transverse propagation.   
 

6.2.5 Stimulation and Measurement Protocols 

 

Except where specified, the focal source in 2-D is modeled using a point stimulus 

rather than a funny current focal source in order to have better control of the timing of 

the initiating current source.  Point stimuli were generated by applying three 

intracellular current pulses to 110 node-square area in the center of the sheet of tissue at 

a basic cycle length of 200 ms. All stimuli were 2 ms in duration and approximately 1.5-2 

times threshold intensity. Both the point current sources and the funny current sources 

are presented as generalized cases of focal activity in the heart.   As proposed in a study 

by Pumir et al., we anticipate that the underlying influence of structure on the initiation 

and propagation of ectopic beats are broadly applicable to both triggered and 

spontaneous sources(86). 

 Longitudinal and transverse plane waves were generated in the basic structure 

meshes by stimulating the cells intracellularly along the left border or the top border of 

A. B. C..... ..... .. .... . ...

. . . . ..
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the sheet, respectively, with a set of intracellular current pulses. All stimuli were 2 ms in 

duration and approximately 1.5-2 times threshold intensity. 

INa,max and action potential duration (APD) were measured at the center of the 

cell along a row or column of the sheet of tissue.  Activation times were recorded at the 

time the membrane voltage initially reached -40 mV, and recovery times were recorded 

at the time the membrane voltage returned to -60 mV.  The intracellular delays were 

computed by taking the difference of the activation times between two nodes along a 

single row or column located at the beginning and the end of a single cell.  Gap junction 

delays were computed by taking the difference of activation times between two nodes 

along a single row or column located at the beginning of one cell and the end of the cell 

immediately preceding it.  Action potential duration was computed as the difference 

between the recovery time and the activation time.  In the well-coupled and poorly 

coupled regions, measurements were taken from points within the center of each region 

of the tissue to minimize boundary effects and the effect of stimulus artifact.   At the 

transition zone between the well-coupled and poorly coupled region, measurements 

were taken from a line of observation points parallel to the direction of propagation.  

The dots in Figures 6.3B and 6.3C indicate the relative position of the observation points 

along the transition boundary.  Means and standard deviations are reported for gap 

junction delays, maximum sodium current, and action potential duration. The data for 

the activation maps were recorded at a minimum of every 100 μs. 
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6.3 Results 

6.3.1 Initiation of Focal Beats in 1-D 

A number of earlier studies have shown that decreases in intercellular coupling 

conductance reduce the current load from adjacent cells thus enabling action potentials 

to be generated using a smaller-sized focal source.  As shown in Figure 6.4a, increasing 

the interstitial resistivity also reduces the focal size needed to initiate a focal beat in 1-D 

fibers.  Interestingly, the reduction in focal size as the interstitial resistivity increases in 

the poorly coupled region is correlated with a reduction in the gap junction conduction 

delay at the boundary between the poorly coupled and well-coupled regions of the 

fibers (Figure 6.4b). In the fiber with moderate levels of coupling (Rg=10 -cm2), 

increasing oeff from 0.25 to 5 k -cm reduced the focal size by 53% (from 0.64 cm to 0.30 

cm), and reduced the conduction delay at the boundary by 35% (from 0.78 ms to 0.51 

ms). When oeff was increased from 0.25 to 5 k -cm in the fiber with poor coupling 

(Rg=100 -cm2), the reduction of focal size was less pronounced with only a 17% 

decrease in size (from 0.24 cm to 0.20 cm); however, increasing oeff from 0.5 to 5 k -cm 

enabled the escape of the wavefront from the poorly coupled region to the surrounding 

well-coupled tissue.  This finding was also observed in Chapter 4 where we investigated 

the effect of heterogeneous structure on the escape of action potentials generated using a 

point stimulus.   The decrease in the conduction delay at the boundary between the two 

regions increases the likelihood that action potentials generated from small focal sources 

will escape from a poorly coupled region into surrounding well-coupled regions. 
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Figure 6.4: (A) Plot of the focal size as a function of gap junction resistivity (Rg) and 
effective interstitial resistivity (B) Delay at the boundary between the well-coupled and 
poorly coupled regions as a function of Rg and oeff.  
Conduction block is indicated with a star. oeff values are shown in bold. 
 

In inhomogeneous 2-D tissue, the pattern of escape from a poorly coupled 

central region can be broken into three major groups illustrated in Figure 6.5: full escape, 

partial escape (unidirectional conduction block), complete block.  Of particular interest 

are the structural properties that facilitate long conduction delays and partial escape 

(unidirectional block) because these conditions are known to increase the dispersion of 

repolarization and promote macroreentry.   
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Figure 6.5: Activation maps during the first 100 ms of propagation in inhomogeneous 
tissue with varying levels of escape.   
(A) Full escape from the poorly coupled region when gj of the inner region is equal to 
0.01 mS/cm2.  (B) Partial escape from the poorly coupled region when gj of the inner 
region is equal to 0.003 mS/cm2.  (C) Exit block when gj of the poorly coupled region 
inner region is equal to 0.002 mS/cm2. The gap junction conductivity, gj, of the outer 
region is equal to 0.10 mS/cm2, and oeff is uniformly equal to 0.10 k -cm in all cases. 
 

6.3.2 Effect of Cell Arrangement in 2-D Tissue 

In the first set of tissues (UN, BW), we looked at the effect of cell arrangement on 

the conduction delay in inhomogeneous tissue.  In tissue with normal effective 

interstitial resistivity, changing from a uniform cell arrangement to a brickwall cell 

arrangement decreased the longitudinal conduction delay at the boundary between the 

well-coupled and poorly coupled region by 88% and had no effect on transverse 

propagation.   In the uniform cell arrangement, the maximum sodium current density, 

INa,max, during longitudinal propagation in cells located just before the transition 

decreased from 358±8 to 281±0 μA/cm2 while INa,max measured in the brick wall 

arrangement increased from 374±18 to 409±1 μA/cm2.   The dispersion in action 

potential duration at the boundary between the two regions was more pronounced in 

the uniformly arranged tissues (5 ms) than in the tissues with brick wall arrangement (2 
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ms).  During transverse propagation, the action potential dispersion at the boundary 

was 4 ms. 

As shown in Tables 6.1 and 6.2, increasing oeff in the UN tissue caused a 25% 

increase in INa,max during longitudinal propagation and a 46% decrease in the boundary 

conduction delay.  In the tissue with a brick wall cell arrangement, increasing oeff 

caused a 2% increase in INa,max and a 23% decrease in the boundary conduction delay.  

The dispersion in action potential duration decreased from 5 ms to 3 ms in the UN tissue 

and from 2 ms to 1 ms in the BW tissue.  In both the UN and BW tissues, the INa,max 

during transverse propagation decreased slightly from 360 μA/cm2 to 358 μA/cm2 while 

the conduction delay increased from 4.36 ms to 4.52 ms, an increase of 4%.  The mean 

INa,max measured during transverse propagation in the poorly coupled region (non-

transition zone) remained unchanged at 374 μA/cm2, but the standard variation 

increased from ±2 to ±8 μA/cm2.  In poorly coupled cells located away the boundary, the 

variation in INa,max is primarily due to the fluctuations that occur within each individual 

cell. 

6.3.3 Combined Effect of Cell Size and Increased  oeff in 2-D Tissue 

Cell Length and Width 

Cell size varies widely in both diseased hearts as well as healthy hearts and is 

just as or more important than gap junction coupling for determining conduction 

properties in cardiac tissue(104).   

In order to determine the combined effect of cell length and oeff on conduction 

delays in inhomogeneous tissue, we ran a set of simulations comparing brick wall 

tissues composed of long cells (L=150μm) under conditions of normal and increased oeff. 

Increasing oeff from 0.5 to 2.5 k -cm in BWLong tissues caused the INa,max measured at the 

boundary during longitudinal propagation to increase from 405±5 μA/cm2 to 422±25 
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μA/cm2, a 4% increase, and the longitudinal conduction delay at the boundary to 

decrease from 1.14 ms to 0.95 ms, a 17% decrease.  

In tissue with normal oeff, increasing cell width from 30 μm to 40 μm increased 

INa,max at the transition boundary during longitudinal propagation by 2% and decreased 

the longitudinal conduction delay at the boundary between the well-coupled and poorly 

coupled region by 20%.   The INa,max at the transition during transverse propagation 

decreased from 360 μA/cm2 to 346 μA/cm2 (-4%) and the transverse conduction delay at 

the transition boundary increased from 4.36 ms in the BW tissue with normal-sized cells 

to 5.09 ms in the BW tissue with wider cells (an 18% increase).   

As shown in Table 6.1, increasing oeff in the BW models composed of wider cells 

caused a 2% increase in INa,max at the transition boundary during longitudinal 

propagation and a 26% decrease in the boundary conduction delay.  In the transverse 

direction, INa,max and the conduction delay measured at the transition boundary remained 

essentially unchanged when oeff was increased.  
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Table 6.1: Gap junction delay, INa,Max, and Action Potential Duration(APD) 
measured during longitudinal propagation as a function of oeff in different regions 
of inhomogeneous tissues with varied underlying structures. 

Gap Junction Delay 

Structure oeff PC Region Boundary Region WC Region 

UN 0.5 
2.5 

1.95±0.00 
1.88±0.00  

10.37±0 
5.48±0  

0.27±0.00 
0.27±0.00  

BW 0.5 
2.5 

0.96±0.00 
0.85±0.00  

1.29±0.03 
0.99±0.08 

0.19±0.00 
0.19±0.00  

BWLong 0.5 
2.5 

1.02±0.01 
0.88±0.02  

1.14±0.02 
0.95±0.03 

0.19±0.00 
0.19±0.00 

BWWide 0.5 
2.5 

1.09±0.00 
0.98±0.01  

1.55±0.01 
1.14±0.08  

0.21±0.00 
0.21±0.00  

RAND 0.5 
2.5 

0.82±0.23 
0.69±0.19  

1.36±0.41 
0.84±0.21  

0.15±0.03 
0.14±0.03 

INa,max  
Structure oeff PC Region Boundary Region WC Region 

UN 0.5 
2.5 

-358±8 
-358±32 

-281±0 
-352±0 

-385±26 
-385±26 

BW 0.5 
2.5 

-374±18 
-376±29 

-409±1 
-417±9 

-392±3 
-392±3 

BWLong 0.5 
2.5 

-375±30 
-379±20 

-405±6 
-422±25 

-393±6 
-392±6 

BWWide 0.5 
2.5 

-372±16 
-374±32 

-401±2 
-410±7 

-390±6 
-390±6 

RAND 0.5 
2.5 

-371±21 
-377±34 

-387±18 
-402±17 

-392±12 
-392±12 

APD 

Structure oeff PC Region Boundary Region WC Region 

UN 0.5 
2.5 

173±0 
173±0 

178±0 
176±0 

173±0 
173±0 

BW 0.5 
2.5 

173±0 
173±0 

174±0 
175±0 

173±0 
173±0 

BWLong 0.5 
2.5 

173±0 
173±0 

174±0 
175±0 

173±0 
173±0 

BWWide 0.5 
2.5 

173±0 
173±0 

174±0 
175±0 

173±0 
173±0 

RAND 0.5 
2.5 

173±0 
173±0 

174±0 
174±0 

173±0 
173±0 
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Table 6.2: Gap junction delay, INa,Max, and Action Potential Duration(APD) 
measured during transverse propagation as a function of oeff in different regions 
of inhomogeneous tissues with varied underlying structures. 

 

Gap Junction Delay 

Structure oeff PC Region Boundary Region WC Region 

UN 0.5 
2.5 

0.73±0.00 
0.73±0.00 

4.36±0.00 
4.52±0.00 

0.18±0.00 
0.18±0.00 

BW 0.5 
2.5 

0.73±0.00 
0.73±0.00 

4.36±0.00 
4.51±0.00 

0.18±0.01 
0.18±0.00 

BWLong 0.5 
2.5 

0.73±0.00 
0.73±0.00 

4.36±0.00 
4.52±0.00 

0.18±0.01 
0.18±0.00 

BWWide 0.5 
2.5 

0.90±0.00 
0.90±0.00 

5.09±0.00 
5.06±0.00 

0.20±0.01 
0.20±0.00 

RAND 0.5 
2.5 

0.70±0.05 
0.68±0.07 

4.03±0.20 
3.73±0.32 

0.17±0.02 
0.17±0.01 

INa,max 
Structure oeff PC Region Boundary Region WC Region 

UN 0.5 
2.5 

-374±2 
-374±8 

-360±0 
-358±0 

-386±2 
-386±2 

BW 0.5 
2.5 

-374±2 
-374±8 

-360±0 
-358±0 

-386±2 
-386±2 

BWLong 0.5 
2.5 

-374±2 
-374±8 

-360±0 
-358±0 

-386±2 
-386±2 

BWWide 0.5 
2.5 

-371±2 
-371±12 

-346±0 
-346±0 

-385±5 
-384±5 

RAND 0.5 
2.5 

-374±8 
-374±20 

-360±11 
-367±18 

-388±6 
-388±6 

APD 

Structure oeff PC Region Boundary Region WC Region 
UN 0.5 

2.5 
173±0 
173±0 

177±0 
177±0 

173±0 
173±0 

BW 0.5 
2.5 

173±0 
173±0 

177±0 
177±0 

173±0 
173±0 

BWLong 0.5 
2.5 

173±0 
173±0 

177±0 
177±0 

173±0 
173±0 

BWWide 0.5 
2.5 

173±0 
173±0 

177±0 
177±0 

173±0 
173±0 

RAND 0.5 
2.5 

173±0 
173±0 

177±0 
177±0 

174±0 
174±0 
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6.3.4 Effect of Increased oeff in Randomly Generated Tissue 

Increasing oeff from 0.5 to 2.5 k -cm in the RAND tissue model caused INa,max 

measured during longitudinal propagation to increase from 387±18 to 402±17 μA/cm2, 

an increase of 4%, and the longitudinal conduction delay to decrease from 1.36±0.41 to 

0.84±0.21 ms, a decrease of 38%.   This percentage change in the boundary conduction 

delay was greater than that observed in any of the BW models but much less than that 

observed in the uniform model.  During transverse propagation, increasing oeff from 0.5 

to 2.5 k -cm in the RAND tissue model caused INa,max measured at the transition 

boundary to increase from 360±11 to 367±18 μA/cm2, an increase of 2%, and the 

transverse conduction delay to decrease from 4.03±0.20 to 3.73±0.32 ms, a decrease of 

7%.   This percentage change in the boundary conduction delay during transverse 

propagation was much smaller than that observed during longitudinal propagation. The 

variation in INa,max and conduction delay at the transition boundary during both 

longitudinal and transverse propagation can be clearly seen in Figure 6.6.  No 

conduction block was observed for the case of gj(PC)=0.01 μS.  The shortest conduction 

delays were correlated with regional cell arrangments that placed boundary cells 

between two adjacent cells that were poorly coupled but not located directly on the 

boundary. 
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Figure 6.6:  Distribution of INa,max (A,B) and gap junction delays(C,D) in inhomogeneous 
RAND tissues during longitudinal(A,C) and transverse propagation(B,D) with no 
conduction block. Dark Gray:  Poorly coupled Tissue. Light Gray:  Well-coupled Tissue. 

 

 

6.3.5 Implications for ectopic beats and reentrant circuits 

In the presence of source-sink mismatch caused by an abrupt change in coupling, 

small variations in cell arrangement can also increase the likelihood of unidirectional 

conduction block and microreentry.  In three comparable cases, where Rg of the inner 

network=0.003 μS, Rg of the outer network=0.01 μS, and oeff of the entire tissue was set  

equal to 0.5 k -cm, the ectopic beat was able to escape out of the central zone through a 

small subset of cells at the boundary between the well-coupled and poorly-coupled 
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regions. Slow conduction caused by heterogeneity in the outer region enabled the 

escaped beat to propagate around and reenter the poorly coupled region from the other 

side.   

Activation maps for each of the three cases are shown in Figure 6.7A,B, and C.  

When corresponding traditional monodomain (models which incorporated the same 

intracellular structure but included no interstitial properties) were simulated, all three 

cases showed complete conduction block. Increasing the oeff of the poorly coupled 

region from 0.5 k -cm to 2.5 k -cm, increased the number of points of escape as shown 

in Figure 6.7D,E, and F, which in all cases inhibited sustained reentry.  

Figures 6.8, 6.9, and 6.10, show magnified images of the escape from the poorly 

coupled region with isolines of the activation times.  These figures correspond to the 

cases shown in Figures 6.7A,B, and C.   In each case, a small variation in which a 

boundary cell is adjacent to two or more non-boundary cells that have already activated 

is the driving force for the escape.  The wavefront at the escape point had a large 

curvature similar to the wavefront generated by the point stimulus that was originally 

used to stimulate the tissue.  The arrows indicate the site of escape. 
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Figure 6.7:  (A,B,C)  Partial escapes shown for comparable tissues with gj(inner)=0.003 
μS, gj(outer)=0.10 μS, and oeff=0.5 k -cm (D,E,F) Multiple escapes for tissues with oeff 
increased to 2.5 k -cm. 
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Figure 6.8:  Magnified image with isolines for the escape shown in Figure 6.7A.   
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Figure 6.9:  Magnified image with isolines for the escape shown in Figure 6.7B. 
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Figure 6.10:  Magnified images with isolines for the escape shown in 6.7C. 
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In two out of three of the cases, where Rg of the inner network=0.002 μS, Rg of the 

outer network=0.01 μS, and oeff of the entire tissue was set to 0.5 k -cm, all three of the 

ectopic beats which were given at t=0 ms, t=200 ms, and t=400 ms as well as the 

resulting microreentry were completely contained in the poorly-coupled region.  

Snapshots of the contained reentry are shown in Figure 6.11A-H.  Increasing oeff to 5 k -

cm released the escape and facilitated macroreentry as displayed in Figure 6.12A-H.   

The first ectopic beat was given at t=0 ms and escaped from the poorly coupled region at 

t=110 ms (Figure 6.12A).    The escaped beat propagated out of the tissue and around the 

top and bottom of the poorly coupled region.   The second ectopic beat was given at 

t=200 ms and escaped from the poorly coupled region at t=380 ms (Figure 6.12D).  A 

third ectopic beat was given at t=400 ms but the tissue had not yet recovered so the beat 

did not propagate.  The second ectopic beat that escaped at t=380 ms reentered the right 

side of the tissue at t=500 ms (Figure 6.12F), passed through the center of the poorly 

coupled tissue, and escaped out of the left side of the tissue at t=640 ms (Figure 6.12G).  

This pattern of reentry continued for the entire 1000 ms of the simulation. 
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 Figure 6.11:  Contained reentry shown for the case with gj (outer) = 0.1 mS/cm2, gj 
(inner) network=0.002 ms/cm2, and oeff =0.50 k -cm throughout the tissue. 
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Figure 6.12:  Progression of the escape of ectopic beat and the resulting reentry for a 
period of 700 ms. Shown for the case with gj (outer) = 0.100 mS, gj (inner) network=0.002 
mS, and oeff increased to 5.0 k -cm in the central region of the tissue.   
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For simplicity, this study only considers the effect of one focal source that is 

generated using either a point current source or a funny current.  In the case of the point 

current source, both partial escapes and sustained microreentry were observed because 

the area of the point source (0.01 cm x 0.01 cm) was much smaller than the area of the 

heterogeneous region.  In order to generate focal activity using a funny current, a larger, 

slowly-activating focal region of tissue that comprised almost 50% of the heterogeneous 

region was used, and, consequently, partial escape but no sustained microreentry was 

observed (Figure 6.12). The curvature of the wavefront at the point of escape was much 

more pronounced than the curvature at the original site of the ectopic beat.  Sustained 

microreentry may be more likely to occur in larger tissue preparations, which have a 

smaller ratio of the area of the focal region to the area of the poorly coupled region.   

 

 

Figure 6.13: Partial escape from a poorly coupled region shown for two comparable 
cases where activation is driven by funny current focal sources.  In both cases, gj of the 
poorly coupled inner region is 0.003 mS, and oeff is uniformly equal to 0.5 k -cm 
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6.4 Discussion 

The co-localization of regions of increased interstitial resistivity with regions of 

reduced gap junction coupling may be a key component of ectopic substrates that 

support both the generation and propagation of focal beats.  Large decreases in 

interstitial resistivity help to confine focal beats to a poorly coupled region of tissue, 

while large increases in interstitial resistivity enable the full escape or full block of action 

potentials generated by a rapidly firing source.  The greatest danger may come from 

moderate changes in interstitial resistivity that facilitate the partial escape of small 

wavefronts that have large curvature. 

The mechanism for improved conduction as interstitial resistivity increases is the 

reduction in source-load mismatch at the boundary between the poorly coupled and 

well-coupled region.  An elegant study by Rohr et al., which investigated the onset of 

conduction block caused by structural discontinuities showed that partial uncoupling of 

the current load or both the current source and current load can improve conduction, 

while partial uncoupling of the source current does not delay the onset of conduction 

block(90).  The results from this study indicate that local increases in interstitial 

resistivity that occur in the region of the source current and close to the source-sink 

boundary, which in the case of spontaneously active tissue is more likely to be diseased 

than the surrounding well-coupled tissue, can also reduce source-load mismatch. As 

little as a 2% increase in the maximum sodium current during longitudinal propagation 

decreased the conduction delay at the site of source-load mismatch by almost 40%. In 

the ectopic substrate shown in Figure 6.14, sensitivity to variations in sodium current 

translates into a microscopic route of escape that facilitates macroreentry.  
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Figure 6.14: (A) Voltage activation map (time in ms) shown with contour lines during 
the escape. (A) Distribution of INa,max (μA/cm2) shown with contour lines after all the 
cells have activated.  The active cell at the point of escape is indicated with a star. 
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This increased sensitivity to INa,max in critical regimes characterized by low excitability 

and low coupling is consistent with experimental and modeling studies by Spach et al. 

which showed that small changes in the location and timing of premature beats 

generated in aging human atrial bundles can lead to conduction abnormalities such as 

reentry and lateral shifts in a small area of tissue.  It is important to note that the 

distribution of maximum sodium current in cardiac tissue is influenced by a number of 

factors including the direction of the propagating wavefront, the cell arrangement, gap 

junction distribution, and cell size.  During longitudinal propagation, the maximum 

sodium current tends to be highest at the entry point into the cell and lowest at exit 

point from the cell. Propagation in the transverse direction is less sensitive to increases 

in effective interstitial resistivity than propagation in the longitudinal direction because 

the short width of the cell helps to contain the ionic current and compensates for the 

large variations in INa,max that occur along the inside of the cell.    

Cell arrangement has a large influence on the maximum sodium current, and 

consequently, on the escape of ectopic beats in inhomogeneous tissue (2-D). The 

combination of microstructural heterogeneity in both cell arrangement and interstitial 

resistivity increase the likelihood of partial escape from poorly coupled regions to well-

coupled regions of tissue and significantly increases vulnerability to macroreentry.  

Regions that have the largest source-load mismatch show the greatest percentage 

increase in INa,max and the greatest percentage decrease in conduction delay as oeff 

increases; however, these sites are much less likely to facilitate escape than other regions 

which have a lower source-load mismatch due to cell arrangement.  A recent study by 

Kim et al. has shown that the improved conduction observed in model tissues that have 

a brick wall cell arrangement can be attributed to a local increase in the effective 

resistivity(55).   Continuous models which incorporate variations in resistivity in regions 
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of tissue with source-sink mismatch may also be able to capture the complex dynamics 

at the boundary, but may not be able to effectively portray the directional effects of 

increased effective interstitial resistivity.  A more detailed explanation of the differences 

between continuous and discrete models in the case of increased interstitial resistivity 

can be found in Chapter 4.  Although Chapter 4 primarily focuses on 1-D propagation, 

many of the qualitative findings about the differences between continuous and discrete 

models and the effect of cell size are applicable in 2-D as well. 

 

Limitations 

While the distribution of the gap junctions is varied in the model, the actual 

conductance of the gap junction is constant throughout the tissue.  In real tissue 

preparations, heterogeneity in gap junction expression as well as gradients of coupling 

will also affect the complexity of the pattern of escape.  The tissue resistances, cell 

arrangements, and cell shapes used in the study are hypothetical parameters that may 

occur locally in diseased regions of tissue.  However, we believe that the general 

findings of this study provide a qualitative insight into how interstitial and intracellular 

microstructural architecture influence the escape of ectopic beats in regions of tissue that 

have significant source-sink mismatch.  
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7. Conclusions 

This dissertation study demonstrates that small variations in myocardial 

architecture play a larger role in conduction in the presence of source-load mismatch 

caused by abrupt changes in coupling.  Increases in effective interstitial resistivity within 

the poorly coupled region can help to reduce the effects of source-load mismatch and 

can both facilitate and impede microreentry in heterogeneous tissue.  

The complex microstructure of myocardium facilitates additional pathways of 

current flow and creates small variations in the distribution of maximum sodium 

current that influence both longitudinal and transverse propagation. These alternative 

pathways of current help to maintain conduction in critical regimes such as the ectopic 

substrate. 

 

7.1 Major Findings 

In answer to our first question, “How does heterogeneity in intracellular and 

interstitial microstructure influence propagation in critical regimes characterized by 

reduced cell-to-cell coupling and reduced excitability?”, we have come to the following 

conclusions:  

 

- Increasing oeff in poorly coupled 1-D fibers alters the distribution of electrical load at 

the microscale and causes propagation to become more like that observed in continuous 

fibers.  In the poorly coupled fiber, this nearly continuous state is characterized by 

decreased gap junction delay, sustained conduction velocity, increased sodium current, 

reduced maximum upstroke velocity, and increased safety factor.  
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- Long, poorly coupled cells experience greater loading effects than short cells and show 

the greatest initial response to changes in oeff because they have a much larger 

distribution of INa,max which influences source-sink mismatch at the cell borders. 

 

-In inhomogeneous fibers with adjacent well-coupled and poorly coupled regions, 

increasing oeff in the poorly coupled region also reduces source-load mismatch, which 

delays the onset of conduction block and reduces the dispersion of repolarization at the 

transition between the two regions. This reduction in the dispersion of repolarization at 

the boundary decreases the dependence of the boundary conduction delay on the 

coupling beat interval between consecutive stimuli. 

 

-In homogeneous as well as heterogeneous 2-D tissue models, brick wall architecture 

and jutting decrease cell-to-cell delay, increase the maximum sodium current, and 

decrease longitudinal maximum upstroke velocity.  Lateral decoupling makes poorly 

coupled fibers more susceptible to conduction block and to increased dispersion of 

repolarization. 

 

-Small increases in the maximum sodium current during longitudinal propagation 

decrease the conduction delay at the site of source-load mismatch by disproportionately 

large amounts indicating that sites of source-load mismatch are extremely sensitive to 

small changes in sodium current. 

 

-Conduction delays caused by source-sink mismatches in the direction of transverse 

propagation are less sensitive to changes in effective interstitial resistivity because the 

small width of the cells helps to compensate for the cell-to-cell boundary effects.  
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In answer to our second question, “Can interstitial and intracellular 

microheterogeneity contribute to complex patterns of escape for ectopic beats that 

originate in a poorly coupled region of tissue?” we have come to the following 

conclusions:  

 

-Local increases in the effective interstitial resistivity not only reduce the size of the focal 

source needed to generate an ectopic beat in poorly coupled tissue but also increase the 

source current during longitudinal propagation and increase the likelihood of escape 

and reentry in poorly coupled regions of tissue with heterogeneous cell arrangement.   

 

-Variations in the distribution of sodium current as a function of cell length and width 

lead to directional differences in the response to increases in effective interstitial 

resistivity. 

 

In answer to the last question, “Can continuous domains which average the 

microheterogeneities in the interstitial and intracellular spaces effectively capture the 

complex ectopic and reentrant behavior observed in poorly coupled tissue?” we 

conclude that current implementation of continuous models may be able to account for 

random heterogeneity in cell arrangement simply by implementing additional random 

heterogeneity in coupling, particularly in areas of high source-sink mismatch; however, 

models which include increases in interstitial resistivity should account more carefully 

for 1) directional differences in the effect of increased interstitial resistivity and 2) the 

microscopic changes in source-load mismatch which may manifest as an local increase 

in effective conductivity when the material composition of the interstitial space becomes 
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more resistive or the space becomes more confined.   Continuous models may also not 

be suitable for studying variability in Vmax or INa,max in regions with microheterogeneity in 

both the intracellular and interstitial space. 

 

7.2 Limitations and Future Work 

  

The studies in this dissertation were all completed using ventricular models of 

cardiac tissue.  We expect that comparable studies in other cell types such as atrial or 

Purkinje cells will show qualitatively similar results; however, differences in cell size 

and shape and the content of the surrounding interstitial space may introduce additional 

behaviors that were not observed in this study.  The role of the geometry of the 

wavefront was also not considered in this study, but is also likely to have a strong 

influence on action potential propagation in critical regimes(13, 26). Although the large 

majority of the findings in this study are consistent with in vivo and in vitro studies of 

cardiac propagation, many of the findings, particularly those related to the effects of oeff 

on the microscale distribution of INa,max  , will needed to be validated using experimental 

techniques that have yet to be developed.  The gap junction values used in these studies 

were selected so that we could observe conditions of slow conduction and conduction 

block rather than to match actual experimental measurements.  An interesting direction 

for future study would be to create corresponding sets of in vitro experimental 

monolayers and 2-D microstructural models that investigate cardiac propagation in the 

critical regimes described in this dissertation research.  The focus of this study was the 

changes in microstructure that occur in diseased tissue; however, these changes often 

occur in concert with changes in ionic process that also affect membrane excitability and 

repolarization dynamics.  Regions of increased interstitial resistivity may also have 
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paradoxical influences on the relative contributions of sodium, calcium, and potassium 

currents in regions with high source-load mismatch. An interesting area for future study 

will be to investigate how the combination of microstructural heterogeneity in the 

interstitial space and the preferential localization of sodium channels in the intercalated 

disk influence conduction properties in healthy and diseased tissue. 

Future studies will use large-scale models of the human atria to investigate the 

effect of co-localization of interstitial and intracellular heterogeneity on calcium currents 

and triggered focal sources during the development of atrial fibrillation. The increased 

complexity of cardiac cell arrangement as well as the presence of variable fiber 

orientation and interlaminar clefts in the three-dimensional heart may also increase the 

complexity of the escape of ectopic beats.
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